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ABSTRACT

Virtual laboratories recently began to provide environments for modelling and simulation
of scientific problems, such as DNA sequencing, aerodynamic analysis of aircraft design,
and global weather prediction. Although the performance of commodity computers and
networks has been increased significantly, these scientific problems have not been
handled in an efficient manner within a reasonable time frame in a single administrative
domain due to their size and complexity. Computational grids provide the means by
which geographically dispersed administrative domains share their resources in a
coordinated way, allowing virtual laboratory users to have illusions that they are
accessing a large virtual computer.
We propose a flexible Multi-layer Virtual Machine (MVM) design intended to improve
efficiencies in distributed and grid computing and to overcome the known current
problems that exist within traditional virtual machine architectures and those used in
distributed and grid systems. This thesis presents a novel approach to building a virtual
laboratory to support e-science by adapting MVMs within the distributed systems and
grids, thereby providing enhanced flexibility and reconfigurability by raising the level of
abstraction. The MVM consists of three layers. They are OS-level VM, queue VMs, and
components VMs. The group of MVMs provides the virtualized resources, virtualized
networks, and reconfigurable components layer for virtual laboratories. We demonstrate
how our reconfigurable virtual machine can allow software designers and developers to
reuse parallel communication patterns. In our framework, the virtual machines can be
created “on-demand” and their applications can be distributed at the source-code level,
compiled and instantiated in runtime.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, virtual laboratories have provided an environment to test various
research models, in the modelling phase, for cost and time saving [PrenOO]. A virtual
laboratory can be dynamically organized, whereby its topology is adapted on-demand by
research communities. Our goal is to create a virtual laboratory framework, using multi
layer virtual machines, in which virtual machines are scalable, reconfigurable, and
flexible. Our design goals are as follows:
(1) Reconfigurability: The group of virtual machines is able to be reconfigurable for
particular uses. Reconfigurable virtual machines allow virtual laboratory users to test
various research models for reduced cost and time.
(2) Flexibility: The proposed framework will consist of a wide variety of machines with
different architectures; virtual laboratory users do not need to be aware of such details.
The proposed framework should not define the internal structure of any of the service
components including data and resource types. It is up to the virtual laboratory users or
experimenters to (re)configure test models.
(3) Decentralized Maintenance: The proposed framework is organized by communities in
the virtual laboratory and each community should be organized in a decentralized way.
For easy maintenance, each community is organized as a virtual cluster for the test model
experiment, where virtual machines are reconfigurable for each usage case.
(4) Dynamicity: The proposed framework should also allow virtual machines to be
created on-demand and dynamically instantiated through real or virtual networks while
providing a simplified and logical view of the underlying systems.
(5) Simplicity: The proposed framework should provide virtual laboratory users with an
efficient access point or interface to a group of host systems, as if they were using a
single system.
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(6) Fault/Attack Isolation: Each host system is capable of running multiple test models
and if one test model suffers from faults or attacks, side effects of the system should be
minimized.
However, these objectives cannot be perfectly met with current system designs, as
demonstrated by the following example usage cases.
(1) Developers or experimentalists create complex configurations for parallel
computations on current grid middleware. Then they experiment with basically the same
programs but different configurations on different architectures. In current system
designs, grid middleware is not fully integrated with a wide variety of dynamic
configuration model, therefore, we should use the configuration model every deploy-time
rather than run time.
(2) Developers or experimentalists create high performance pipelined applications on
current virtual machines with multiple stages of connections. Then they experiment with
basically the same programs but different stages of connections. In current system
designs, virtual machines are not integrated with dynamic connection model for each
stage, therefore, either programming efforts or different deploy-time configurations are
required to specify the connection model for each stage.
(3) Developers or experimentalists create a virtual topology for parallel applications.
Then they experiment with basically the same programs, but with different virtual
topologies using the same or different number of nodes. In current parallel system
designs, for instance, MPI, we have to rewrite and recompile the program, to test another
virtual topology model in the same program.
(4) Developers or experimentalists send jobs to the resource broker that performs job
discovery, scheduling, and management on a group of resources. Then they want to
change the behaviour of the resource broker, in that some nomadic resources are added to
the existing resources. In current system designs, resource brokers are static entities and
cannot be dynamically adapted for a wide variety of resource usage models.

2
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The hypothesis of the thesis is as follows:
“We assert that the reconfigurable and layered virtual machine can overcome the known
above problems and provide the enhanced efficiency and reconfigurability for virtual
laboratory in distributed and grid systems in comparison with currently established
methods and techniques.”
This paper presents the new virtual machine architecture for a virtual laboratory
framework that meets the goals described above. The new architecture allows a set of
virtual machines to be connected together for a larger virtual computer, while virtual
machines are reconfigurable for each resource, job, and connectivity scenario. This multi
layer, flexible virtual machine architecture should allow virtual laboratory framework to
gracefully scale to a large number of nodes, and allow us to reconfigure the virtual
machine itself at run time rather than deploy-time. We divide a group of virtual machines
by the general processing element nodes and control processing element nodes. The
control processing element nodes act as traditional resource brokers, allowing us to
reconfigure and adapt for a wide variety of resource usage models.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a background analysis
for the thesis. Chapter 3 describes the design of the Multi-layer Virtual Machine (MVM)
for the virtual laboratory, and its three layers. We discuss the functionality of each layer,
and the design consideration for each layer. Chapter 4 discusses the design of the virtual
laboratory framework by using MVMs. It also includes the reconfigurable policy and
connectivity components. Chapter 5 presents an implementation and observations from a
virtual laboratory using MVMs. Finally, Chapter 6 presents concluding remarks.

3
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2

BACKGROUND ANALYSIS AND RELATED WORKS

2.1

Virtual Laboratory

According to Preney et al [PrenOO], a virtual laboratory is a Turing compliant modeling
environment where discussions, data exchange and experiments all take place, providing
a modeling system environment to model arbitrary models. The ideal virtual laboratory,
defined by Preney et al [PrenOO], allows collaborating researchers to integrate and utilize
the following features within a virtual administrative domain : (a) create, publish, execute,
modify, destroy and test their research models; (b) query databases of existing knowledge
and models; (c) select machines, algorithms, and data structures in order to generate and
deploy software codes necessary to publish or execute a given research model
automatically with minimal researcher assistance; (d) enforce the security, copyright,
administrative, costing, and information policies of the involved parties. Building an ideal
virtual laboratory, as specified above is still a work in progress, and theoretical limits (i.e.
Godel’s incompleteness theorem) exposed by the modeling itself still need to be
overcome [PrenOO].
2.2

Distributed Systems

Tanenbaum [Tane95] defines a distributed system as, “a collection of independent
computers that appear to the users of the system as a single computer”, and clarified two
aspects with this definition. The first clarification concerns hardware, where the
distributed system is composed of a collection of independent computers, and the second
clarification concerns software; the user can think of the distributed system as one single
computer [Tane95].
2.3

Grids

According to Foster [FostOl], distributed-computing technology should evolve to
accommodate the range of resource types (including the flexibility and control in sharing
relationships) to establish dynamic collections of individuals, institutions, and resources;

4
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a ’’grid problem” is defined as “coordinated resource-sharing and problem-solving in
dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations”. These dynamic collections are called
“Virtual Organizations” or VOs [FostOl]. Research and development efforts to build
scalable VOs have been conducted in grid communities, but a challenging problem still
remains: the achievement of seamless, dynamic, cross-organizational VO sharing. “Open
grid services architecture”, defined standard mechanisms for the creating, discovering,
and naming of “grid service instances”, while “service” is defined as a network-enabled
entity providing some capability [Fost02]. The benefits of service-oriented grid
architectures in combination with web services technologies have been explained by the
former’s ability to make use of advantageous characteristics (such as service description,
discovery, and binding of service descriptions to network protocols) of the latter, with
these “virtualized” services allowing consistent resource access across multiple
heterogeneous environments by location transparency, and also multiple logical resource
instances to be mapped onto the same physical resource [Fost02].
2.4

Categories of Virtual Machines

According to Goldberg [Gold74], a “virtual machine” (VM) is defined as, “an isolated
duplicate of a real existing computer system, in which statistically-dominant subset of the
virtual processor’s instructions are being executed on host processor in a native way”.
Virtual machines have been studied since the late 1960s and are experiencing resurgence
in commercial and research areas. OS-level virtual machines, in addition to virtual OSes,
language-level virtual machines and queue-based virtual machines can be deployed in
distributed systems and grid environments.

A typical computer system has three components; these are hardware, operating system,
and application programs. There are two key interfaces in a typical computer system;
respectively, these are called ISA and ABI (See Figure 1 below).
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(a) Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) Interface
(b) Application Binary Interface (ABI) Interface

In Figure 1 (a), the ISA interface consists of both the user ISA (non-privileged instruction
set architecture) and the system ISA (privileged instruction set architecture). The user
ISA is available to both the operating system and application software, whereas the
system ISA is only available to the operating system; only privileged operations can be
permitted to manipulate the processor, memory and I/O directly [SmitOl]. As shown in
Figure 1 (b), the main components of ABI interface are the user ISA and “system calls”.
Between application programs and an operating system, the “system calls” interface is
provided to manage and protect hardware resources from unauthorized accesses [SmitOl].
Two major types of virtual machines are ISA VMs and ABI VMs; ISA VMs manipulate
and support both the user ISA and the system ISA, whereas ABI VMs manipulate and
support both user ISA and “system calls” [SmitOl]. OS-level VMs [Wald02] are in the
former category but language-level VMs (e.g. Java Virtual Machine) and virtual OSes
[Jian03a], [DikeOl] are in the latter.
2.4.1

OS-level VMs and Virtual Machine Monitor (VM M )

OS-level VMs (i.e. classic VMs) are categorized as ISA VMs, with the same ISA
execution environments of the entire operating systems [Figu03]. “Virtual machine
monitor” [Shri76] is involved in the OS-level VMs between hardware and guest
operating systems (VMs). The original purpose of OS-level virtual machines is to

6
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multiplex expensive hardware resources by virtualization of the hardware interface; this
virtualization of the hardware layer, called a virtual-machine monitor (VMM), allows
multiple, concurrent guest OSes to be hosted on the same hardware platform [Crea81].
“Disco” projects

[Bugn97] and commercial “VMware” [SugeOl] adapt VMM

approaches; “Disco” projects [Bugn97] adapts VMM to run multiple commodity
operating systems on a scalable multiprocessor, whereas “VMware” [SugeOl] adopts
VMM to run several guest OSes on intel-based PC platform. VMM emulates underlying
hardware resources for guest OSes, with guest OSes then operating as though they are
real hardware; in this case, all I/O and privileged instructions must be trapped by VMM,
with the VMM also ensuring correct scheduling of CPU time slice amongst guest OSes
[Crea81]. Other purposes, such as providing isolation and security, were considered for
these guest operating systems on VMM; specifically, because of inherent VMM
characteristics, it protects other guest operating systems if a malicious user compromises
one underlying guest operating system, compelling him or her to break one more level
(i.e., VMM) in order to compromise an entire system [Figu03].
OS-level

VMs

also

provide

security monitoring

services

such

as

intrusion

prevention/detection [Garf03] and secure logging [King02] systems. OS-level VMs are
useful for intrusion prevention and detection systems; because running doubtful events on
real systems (to test attacks) might compromise the system, a better approach is to clone
the real system by OS-level VMs in order to test suspicious events [ChenOl]. Secure
logging systems through OS-level VMs [King02] has been demonstrated. A

major

shortcoming of current intrusion logging systems can be the fact that an attacker, after
he/she takes control over the system, can easily alter the logging system so it cannot be
trusted; moving logging software out of the operating system and into the virtual-machine
monitor can help to replay the operating system’s execution before, during, and after any
potential attacker compromises the system [King02].
Another advantage of OS-level VMs allows running unmodified-legacy applications to
migrate and operate seamlessly without residual dependencies, because the entire virtual
machine state can be encapsulated and migrated between VMMs [Osma02], [Sapu02].
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2.4.2

Virtual OS

Virtual OS technology [DikeOl], [Jian04] is similar to OS-level VM technology in that it
allows multiple guest operating systems (virtual OSes) to be hosted on the same hardware
platform with fault/attack isolation [Jian04] but its basic difference lies in the fact there is
no hardware emulation layer in the virtual OS technology [DikeOl]. The virtual OS
kernel and its processes run as processes on the host kernel; as a result, a user space
virtual machine, using simulated hardware, can be run by the host kernel [DikeOl]. As
shown by Ensim [Ensi03], user Mode Linux [DikeOl], [Buch02] and Linux BSD’s Jail
[KampOO], along with most other virtual OS technology, adapt virtualization at the
system-call level [Bavi04]. Virtualization at the system-call level can be achieved by
modification of a kernel code which interacts with hardware [Buch02]. According to
Dike [DikeOl], linux virtual OS, running on a linux host, can be implemented by a
special tracing process using ptrace linux system-call; processes in user mode will have
their system-calls intercepted and virtualized, but in kernel mode processes should be
released from the tracing mechanism and directly run into the host kernel. For a linux
virtual OS, hardware interactive assembler instructions in virtual OS kernel (such as
interrupt, exception handling, and access functions) can be replaced with signal systemcalls, which allows multiple user mode kernels on each virtual device to be hosted on a
host kernel [Buch02].
2.4.3

Language-level VMs

Language-level VMs are categorized as ABI VMs, manipulating and supporting both
user ISA and “system calls” [SmitOl]. The main purposes of language-level VMs are to
provide portability, platform independence, and security [Lind97]. These VMs are mainly
deployed for use with application programs rather than operating systems; Java virtual
machine [Lind97] and Mite virtual machine [Thom99] are examples of language-level
VMs. These VMs provide non-native instruction sets, exposing only high-level interfaces
to the resources of underlying hardware, while allowing separate and independent
designing [HarrOl] from the application software.

8
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2.4.4

Queue-based Virtual Machines

The purpose of queue-based VMs is to separate encoding of the implementation from
abstract design and to allow for modeling of arbitrary computing systems [PrenOO].
Queue-based VM consists of a broker and an arbitrary computable entity; the broker is
represented by the enqueuing portion of the incoming queue and the dequeuing portion of
the outgoing queue of the computing system, whereby the queues here are generic and
any type of queues can be adapted (i.e. FIFO queue, priority queue, etc ) [Pren99]. This
virtual machine can be used to create systems representing all of Flynn’s architectural
models (i.e., SISD, SIMD, MISD, MIMD) [Flyn66], allowing set of virtual machines to
be connected and composed together for a larger virtual computer [Pren99]. Queue-based
VMs are fully generic by decoupling the arbitrary computer system from broker and
computable entity, allowing us to enforce various policies on these virtual machines in an
efficient way (i.e. security policy, fault tolerant handling, etc) [PrenOO].
2.5

Process / VM Migration

Process migration is defined by Milojicic [MiloOO] as an “act of transferring a process
between two machines” whereby dynamic load distribution, fault resilience, eased system
administration, and data access locality are enabled. Process migration at user-level is
deployed in many systems, including Condor [Litz92] and MPVM [Casa95], to support
cluster computing. Some system-level facilities provided by operating systems (such as
inter-process communication) inherently cannot be supported by user-level process
migration, whereas object-based process migrations such as those found in Globus
[Fost96]

and Legion

[Grim97]

require programming

controls

on middleware

environments without supporting legacy applications for process migration [Osma02].
OS-level VM based process migrations have been suggested [Kozu02], [Sapu02],
[Osma02] to support legacy applications with a VM by capsules [Sapu02] that can be
dynamically instantiated. The advantage of process migration with OS-level VMs is that
the latter can encapsulate all volatile execution states of processes, permitting mobile
users to suspend their work in one computer and seamlessly resume their work at another
computer [Kozu02]. Migrating all states of a running computing environment (including

9
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disks, memory, CPU registers, and I/O devices) across low bandwidth networks has been
discussed, with “optimized capsules migration” (copy-on-write disks, which trace only
the updates to capsule disks, “ballooning zeros” for any unused memory, hashing, etc)
between different VMMs [Sapu02]. The mechanism of a “ballooning technique”, first
introduced by [Wald02], requests from the operating system a large number of unused
memory pages, which it then “zeros” to help memory states to be easily compressed.
Hashing is used to speed up capsule transfer by checking local storage and examines
caches; only the data blocks with different hash values would be transferred to reduce the
amount data inside capsule [Sapu02].
“Remote computational service” architecture, as discussed by [Schm02], can also be used
to help “capsule” migration. “Remote computational service”, based on stateless display
consoles and cacheable computing sessions, can be connected to session servers via
display networks, allowing both the possibilities for active sessions to migrate between
session servers, and access to high performance back-end servers which might support
clustering and load balancing; users can then access remotely by simply applying lowlevel, stateless appliance-like consoles while keeping persistent computing sessions
[Schm02].
2.6

Resource Partitioning

By using resource-scheduling algorithms [Rajk98], resource partitioning for virtual
machines can be achieved by resource reservation, allocation, and scheduling; memory
allocation limits can be reserved before a virtual machine boots, with other resources
allocation such as CPU and network being specified for each virtual machine (Sugarman,
2001). VMs are not allowed to exceed their share of resources; for example, when a
process inside a VM needs to perform computational jobs requiring a lot of memory, this
VM alone normally would have to swap and experience a low performance, while other
VMs remained unaffected [DikeOl]. According to [Wald02], the goals of performance
isolation and efficient memory utilization often conflict; a possible solution first
introduced by [Wald02] to cope with this is to use an ‘idle memory tax’ (defined as
reclaiming more idle pages from inactive VMs), which can specify the maximum fraction
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of idle pages requested from a VM, thereby enabling each VM to use a larger portion of
its memory without exceeding full share, while efficiently maintaining memory partition.
2.7

Hardware Virtualization

2.7.1

CPU Virtualization

CPU virtualization for a virtual machine can be accomplished by timesharing whereby
each guest OS, in turn, gains access to a CPU for a certain period of time allowing the
schedule policy of VMMs to control context switching amongst OS-level VMs [Crea81].
According to Barham [Barh03], the x86-based architecture for a traditional CPU at
privileged levels can be described as a series of concentric rings, with OS code executing
in ring 0 (most privileged), ring 3 (least privileged) is used for application purposes, and
rings 1 and 2 are seldom used; for CPU virtualization with VMs in x86-based architecture,
VMM should execute in ring 0 while guest OSes (OS-level VMs) should execute in ring
1, thereby preventing guest OSes from directly executing privileged instructions in ring 0,
while guest OSes are isolated from running applications. One method of avoiding CPUvirtualization overhead discussed by Whitaker [Whit02], is to have a guest OS issue a
virtual instruction (such as an idle-with-timeout) allowing a guest OS to be removed from
scheduler considerations until its timer fires or until a signal arrives, thereby helping a
guest OS to avoid wasting its slice of physical CPU by executing OS idle loops
2.7.2

Memory and I/O Virtualization

According to Bugnion [Bugn97], “a machine address refers to actual hardware memory,
while a physical address is a software abstraction used to provide the illusion of hardware
memory to a virtual machine”. Robin [RobiOO] demonstrated that an extra level of
address translation can be used to both virtualize physical memory and control VM
physical-to-machine address mappings; physical addresses can be mapped to machine
addresses using the TLB (Translation Lookaside Buffer) of the processor while the VMM
can protect and manage the page table for each guest OS. A VMM can use the data
structure for each VM to control the mapping of physical page numbers to machine page
numbers, as whenever a guest OS issues an instruction to access the TLB or its own page
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table, a VMM can intercept this instruction, preventing the VM from updating actual
MMU states; Sugerman [SugeOl] first introduced ‘shadow page tables’ which can be
maintained by a VMM for a processor’s TLB to perform machine-to-physical address
mapping, avoiding additional overhead during virtual-to-machine address mapping.
For the purposes of I/O virtualization, Robin [RobiOO] demonstrated that a VMM should
intercept each VMs access to I/O devices and forward them to physical I/O devices in
order to virtualize the latter; during this process, one special device driver for each type
of device can be used (rather than the real device driver in every I/O device) by first
introducing a “monitor call” which directs all command arguments to the VMM into a
single trap for simplicity and efficiency.
2.7.3

Full Virtualization

According to Creasy [Crea81], traditional virtual-machine monitors (VMMs) provide
each guest OS (VM) with a full hardware virtualization; virtual hardware exposed to each
VM should be functionally the same as the underlying machine so that a virtual-machine
monitor can host unmodified multiple operating systems while giving guest OSes (VMs)
the illusion they are running directly on physical hardware. For a full hardware
virtualization, all hardware-specific instructions by VMs should be intercepted by a
VMM; whenever guest OSes (VMs) or applications execute privileged instructions
(including hardware instructions) by traps, VMM should intercept these traps prior to a
VM interaction with the hardware, and whenever VMs are required to execute non
privileged instructions (such as simple arithmetic operations), those non-privileged
instructions are allowed to directly execute on the CPU without VMM intervention
[RobiOO]. Whitaker [Whit02] pointed out that traditional mainframe hardware, especially
the processor, wa s designed to be virtualizable, but the Intel IA-32-based processor
architecture is not completely virtualizable; some x86 sensitive instructions, which might
affect the states of a VMM or other VMs, were not trapped in user-mode, for example,
some x86 instructions (ex. pushl, popl) access the interrupt-enabled flag in this mode
without being trapped. Therefore, full virtualization is not possible in the Intel IA-32based processor architecture; for full hardware virtualization on Intel-based architecture,
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inserting manual traps by binary rewriting (thereby emulating full virtualization) was one
solution suggested by [SugeOl].
2.7.4

Paravirtualization

According to Whitaker [Whit02], traditional VMMs with full hardware virtualization
demonstrated performance drawbacks because large amounts of memory are consumed
by each VM in order for the latter to access its own copy of resources and devices. Xen
[Barh03] and Denali [Whit02] systems apply ‘paravirtualization’, which is the
virtualization of a subset of the processor’s instruction set with specialized virtual devices
to enhance performance. A ‘paravirtualization’ system replaces hardware interrupts with
its own event system to provide control transfer between VMM and VMs; for example,
Xen systems allow VMs read access to page tables, but a VMM intercepts the write
access for updates from VMs by Xen’s trapping mechanism [Barh03] to enhance its
performance. An ‘isolation kernel’, similar to a VMM , can also be used as a
‘paravirtualization’ system; the Denali isolation kernel (which provides a simplified
interface of an underlying architecture) removes deprecated and rarely used machine
instructions and modified some instructions (such as nonvirtualizable instructions in the
x86 architecture), then adds particular virtual instructions (thereby enabling guest OSes to
be directly executed onto the physical processor in some cases) for the isolation kernel’s
instruction set [Whit02],
Another example of ‘paravirtualization’ in Denali systems is shown by its replacing of
complex BIOS bootstrap functionality of guest OSes with the simple procedure of a
VMM loading a VM image into memory [Whit02]. For the purpose of minimizing I/O
virtualization overhead for each VM, a Denali system drastically reduces the number of
I/O devices (supported by guest OSes), keeping only those found in a typical system,
such as a network interface card, serial device, keyboard, timer, and a console; thousands
of the modified guest OSes (VMs) can be hosted on an ‘isolation kernel’ by this
‘paravirtualization’ approach [Whit02]. Using these methods of ‘paravirtualization’, the
isolation kernel should be resident in physical memory, while VMs should be paged on
demand; whenever page fault is taken by the VM, the isolation kernel verifies the virtual
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address, allocates new page tables, and initiates a read action from the VM’s swap region
[Whit02]. For improved performance, an ‘isolation kernel’ should mandates each VM’s
access to a subset of virtualized address spaces, with the kernel itself being mapped into
those address spaces inaccessible to VMs, thereby avoiding excessive TLB (Translation
Look-aside Buffer) flushing onto VM/VMM crossings while providing the means for the
sharing of memory between VMs [Pete02a]. An isolation kernel can also choose a select
number of active VMs to be in memory; as the remaining VMs are swapped to second
storage, this process periodically redistributes physical memory from inactive to active
VMs [Whit02]. However, if existing native operating systems are to be used in either Xen
or Denali systems, drastic porting efforts might be required [Bavi04].
2.8

Network Virtualization

2.8.1

Programmable Network

The goal of a programmable network is to simplify the network services for their
deployment [Camp99a], [Camp99c]. As stated in [Camp99a], a programmable network
decouples control software from communication hardware to virtualize network
infrastructures. According to Campbell [Camp99a], several prototypes of programmable
networks have been suggested by a number of research groups. One class of
programmable network suggested by Campbell [Camp99c] is a spawning network
(whereby a child network operates on a subset of its parents’ network resources,
independently performing despite the limitations in their parents’ resource and
partitioning models), allowing the creation, deployment, and management of new
network topologies, through the virtual network operating system’s “life cycle”
(composed of profiling, spawning, and management) process. A virtual network should
be defined as a “profiling process” (the selection of topology from the parent link and
nodes and the specifying of resource requirements for virtual links, including bandwidth
and capacity) before spawning [Camp99c].

The main procedure in the “spawning

process” is the dynamic instantiation of profiling scripts (such as setting up topology), the
allocation of resources, the creation of virtual network components, and the bootstrapping
of network services [Camp99c]. The “management process” in the virtual network
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operating system’s life cycle depends upon the “per-virtual-network” policy, which
allows the management, control, refinement, and monitoring of virtual network resources
[Camp99c]. Campbell [Camp99c] demonstrated that programmable network can be used
to architect, compose and deploy virtual networks by his example of spawning networks.
2.8.2

Network Components Virtualization

Physical network devices can be abstracted as distributed computing objects such as
virtual switches [Merw97b], virtual routers [Camp99b] and virtual ATM [Merw97a],
[Merw97b] in a virtual network [Camp99a]. According to Jiang [Jian03c], virtual
network interfaces can be dynamically created, configured or deleted even when the
virtual machine is active; when a new request for adding/deleting a virtual network
interface arrives, a virtual machine accommodates this new request by renewing VM
kernel data structure after proper authentication. A virtual switch is also created for each
virtual LAN, with packet forwarding then performed by the former at data link (layer 2)
level; the Unix/Linux poll system-call can be used to emulate a physical switch, whereby
a UDP Daemon polls the arrival of data and manipulates forwarding or dropping
incoming requests [Jian03b]. When the proper VM connect request for virtual LAN
arrives, a new port can be allocated for the virtual machine by a virtual switch, enabling a
physical connection to be established between the virtual machine host and the virtual
switch, as shown in the figure below:

S rtp I ; Km$mi fe w a r » vHo*
M n rp tx tcaaM l

Figure 2

Virtual switch and steps of port creation [Jian03b, page : 5]
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Basic differences between a physical switch and a virtual switch include the lack of
hardware constraints to the number of ports possible for the latter, as well as the
capability of virtual switches to use various packet queuing/forwarding policies which
can be dynamically adapted for loss rate, bandwidth, congestion, and delay [Jian03c]. As
a result, network component virtualization can avoid the need for a restart when it is used
in a dynamic, adaptive VM overlay network [Jian03b].
2.9

Model Driven Software Engineering

2.9.1

Model and Metamodel

In the context of model driven software engineering, a model of a system is defined by
Kleppe [Klep03] as “a description or specification of (part of) a system and its
environment for certain purposes, and it should be written in a well-defined language; a
well-defined language was defined as a language with well-defined form (syntax), and
meaning (semantics), which is suitable for automated interpretation by a computer”.
According to Nytun [Nytu02], the metamodel is by itself another model to define other
models; the metamodel identifies possible structures and the meaning to elements in a
model. The Object Management Group [OMGOl] proposed four modeling layers, called
MO, M l, M2, M3 (see table 1). Each layer provides a service to its upper layer and serves
as a client to its lower layer [EstrOl].

Table 1 : Four Modeling layers of the OMG [OMGOl]
Layer

Description

M3 :meta-metamodel

The infrastructure for a metamodeling architecture. Defines the
language for specifying metamodels.

M2: metamodel

An instance of a meta-metamodel. Defines the language for
specifying a model.

M l: model

An instance of a metamodel. Defines a language to describe an
information domain.
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MO: user objects

An instance of a model. Defines a specific information domain

(user data)

As denoted in Table 1, the meta-metamodel layer (M3) defines the language for
specifying metamodels, and the metamodel layer (M2) defines the language for
specifying models. The model layer (M l) defines the language for specifying information
domains, and the user objects layer (MO) contains user objects and user data respectively
[OMGOl]. According to Kleppe [Klep03], any number of levels could potentially be used.
However, instead of defining an M4 layer, the OMG mandates that all elements of layer
M3 be instances of the M3 layer itself.

The OMG [OMGOl] proposed Meta-Object

Facility (MOF) as a standard M3 language, allowing modeling languages (e.g. UML,
CWM) to be instances of the MOF.
2.9.2

Model Driven Architecture

Model driven architecture (MDA) is a framework for software development made by
Object Management Group (OMG) and has three primary goals: they are portability,
interoperability, and reusability [OMGOl]. The MDA process defines three steps (see
Figure 3).

RIM
first
transformation,

P8M

second
transformation
Code

Figure 3

Code

MDA Process [Klas04]
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The first step is to build a model with a high level of abstraction that is independent of
implementation methodologies. The model with a high level of abstraction is called a
Platform Independent Model (PIM). The second step, the PIM is transformed into one or
more Platform Specific Models (PSMs). A PSM specifies the model in terms of the
specific implementation technology (e.g. EJB model). The final step is to transform a
PSM to code (e.g. Java, SQL). The MDA allows software development procedure to be
mainly focused on producing a high and abstract level of the system. Thus high level
models should be written in a standard, well-defined language (e.g. Unified Modeling
Language (UML) in combination with the Object Constraint Language (OCL)), in a
manner that is consistent, precise, and contain enough information on the system
[Klas04],
2.9.3

Software Component Modeling

According to [Wiki], a software component is the “software technology for encapsulating
software functionality, often in the form of objects (from Object Oriented Programming),
in some binary or textual form, adhering some IDL (interface description language) so
that the component may exist autonomously from other components”. The component
models can be specified as the four modeling viewpoints. They are interface models,
static behaviour models, dynamic behaviour models, interaction protocol models
[Rosh03]:
1. Interface models specify the access points that allow a component to interact with
other components in a system.
2. Static behaviour models shows the functionality of a component in a discrete manner,
i.e., at a particular instance during the system’s operation.
3. Dynamic behaviour models provide a continuous view of a component, thereby
describing different states in its execution.
4. Interaction protocol models provide an external view of a component, thereby
describing its interactions with other components.
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Bilke [Bilk02] pointed out that components do not exist independently of component
platforms where runtime environments are provided. In this sense, to develop
components is subject to a dedicated component platform. Ziadi [Ziad02] proposed a
“platform independent component model”, which can be considered as the PIM (Platform
Independent Model) of the MDA, allowing the modeling of software components to be
independent of any platform environment; OCL meta-level constraints and mapping rules
(i.e. generating source class skeletons and IDL files) can be useful to map platform
independent component models to platform specific models.
2.10

Related works

2.10.1 Grid Co mputing on OS-level Virtual Machines
By using a ‘VM life cycle’, the mechanism of grid computing on OS-level virtual
machines have been illustrated. Grid computing on an OS-level virtual machine involves
a physical, virtual machine O/S image, application image, and user data server [Figu03].
The steps of a ‘VM life cycle’, in grid environments, are as follows:

Virtual bacK-ervds

| V1
/

internet

/m

— ► middleware
— » VMstartup
— ► data session

Figure 4

Architecture for a VM-based Grid Service [Figu03, page: 12]
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According to Figure 4, user X (or Service Provider S on behalf of users A, B, and C)
queries the availability of resources for use by information services such as Globus MDS,
[Fost96] or GIS [AlleOl], using middleware Front end ‘F \ Then, grid middleware
establishes a data session between physical server P and image server I, either by
GridFTP [Fost02] or on-demand transfers [Figu03]. When the data session is established
between physical and image server, the former downloads images from image server and
is then able to reduce transfer delay later by caching the VM state; once the download is
complete, a physical machine allocates a slice of its resources for a VM image [Figu03],
then instantiates a VM while providing it with an IP or virtual Ethernet address [Sund03].
Virtual back-ends are groups of VMs which are mapped slices of physical machines; data
sessions for application downloads are then established between operating systems inside
VMs and the application server [Figu03]. These transfers can also be achieved by ondemand transfers. Users can then execute applications with SSH or Globus GRAM
[Fost02] either by interactively using remote display protocols such as VNC [Rich98], or
batch modes [Figu03].
2.10.2 Virtual OS based Distributed Systems
The hosting of application services by virtual OSes as a distributed-system utility has
been suggested [Jian03b]; specifically, Service-On-Demand Architecture (SODA) hosted
upon service Hosting Utility Platforms (HUP), providing on-demand creation of
application services in distributed systems’ environments. These application services,
including guest operating systems (virtual OSes), are dynamically created and
automatically bootstrapped as a group of virtual service nodes, and each virtual service
node is represented as a virtual machine, providing administration isolation in addition to
fault and attack isolation [Jian03b]. The components of Service-On-Demand Architecture
(SODA) are middleware entities SODA Agent, SODA Master, SODA Daemon, and
Service Switch; initially, the Application Service Provider (ASP) requests service
creation to the SODA Agent with a resource requirement, after which the SODA Master
checks whether the resource requirement of ASP can be satisfied with the HUP resource
availability [Jian03b]. If the resource requirement can be acceptable on HUP, SODA
Master consults the SODA Daemon, with the latter downloading application service
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images and bootstrapping virtual service nodes; after the service bootstraps, Service
Switch will accept client requests and redirect to the appropriate virtual service node
[Jian03b]. A similar approach is that available with the Denali [Whit02] and Xenoserver
[Hand03] projects, both providing isolation between internet services on shared hardware
in distributed/grid environments. These application services can complement web service
based grid platform [Fost02] due to its resemblance to service-oriented architecture
[Jian03b]
2.10.3 VM TestBed
According to Jiang [Jian03b], VM overlay networks can be deployed to test and monitor
underlying physical networks and applications running the VMs. Virtual-machine
monitor-based overlay supports distributed virtualization (with each node able to provide
simultaneously-running multiple services in a multiplex manner) allowing each
application to be run as a part of the overlay, and not globally scheduled to run [Pete02b].
In Virtual Internetworking on Overlay Infrastructure (VIOLIN) suggested by [Jian03b],
network components such as routers, switches, and end-hosts can be virtualized on top of
overlay infrastructure to be user-configurable on demand, easily arranged for different
testbeds associated with VM based distributed systems. The components of this
architecture consist of virtual end-hosts (i.e. virtual machines in physical hosts) and
virtual routers (i.e. virtual machines with multiple virtual interfaces, having the capability
of forwarding between each virtual LAN) [Jian03b]. Virtual LANs can be organized by
individual virtual switches which connect multiple virtual end-hosts, and are responsible
for packet forwarding (at the data link layer); this architecture creates a VM network for
the various services of distributed systems with no modifications of the real internet
infrastructure, making the testing of a VM network for different services of distributed
systems easier [Jian03b]. The figure 5 illustrates relations between overlay infrastructure
of virtual components, and underlying internet. Sundaraj [Sund03] first suggested
Physical, VMD (Virtual Machine Daemon), and VM layers for the monitoring and testing
of VM networks; the first is an underlying IP network, while VMD layers are an overlay
in this architecture and able to manage VMs, monitoring both the resources provided by
underlying physical networks and the resources requested by VMs in VM layers.
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Virtual Internetworking on Overlay Infrastructure [Jian03b, page: 2]

According to Jiang [Jian03c], the major steps for testing VM networks are as follows:
first, specified VM and VM networks are required by using a well-defined script
language; second, the logical entities in the testbed should be mapped onto virtual
machines in VM networks; third, VM networks should perform virtual-node and virtualtopology creation; finally, the test of distributed systems or grid services (either batchoriented or interactive) can be conducted with experimenters monitoring and managing
VM networks at run time. By monitoring the VMD layer, Sundaraj [Sund03]
demonstrated that it is possible to adapt communication and computation behaviour of
VMs in the VM layer, allowing VMD routing rules and topology to be changed for the
purpose of efficiently migrating VMs and/or deploying various services in distributed
systems or grid.
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3

A PROPOSED VIRTUAL MACHINE (MVM)

As the first step towards developing a logical framework that matches the vision of our
design goals, we have devised a Multi-layer Virtual Machine (MVM) (see Figure 6). We
propose to build a large, logical, high performance virtual computer on existing systems.
Therefore, our strategy is to keep underlying systems intact, without any dramatic
changes to the host OSs.

Studies on hardware virtual machines to enable network

reconfiguration are currently being conducted by FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array)
research groups [Scha04]. However, this model does not fit our scalable virtual machine
design goal, as it is mainly used for homogeneous platforms with homogeneous
computing techniques. As stated in Chapter 1, the MVM is designed to overcome
existing grid middleware difficulties. The proposed MVM middleware is intended to
provide an alternative method to traditional grid middleware methodologies or
complement them. The MVM1 consists of three layers: OS-level VM, Queue VMs, and
Components VMs. The OS-level VM is a virtualized operating system that can be
migrated within the network. The Queue VMs consist of broker and processing entity.
The Components VMs allow us to reconfigure VM interface logics at run time to control
VM itself, for a wide variety of job, resource, and connectivity models. Detailed
descriptions of each different layer will be presented in Section 3.2-3.4.

Application

Application

Application

Application

Components VM

Components VM

Components VM

Components VM

Queue VM

Queue VM

Queue VM

Queue VM

■ \

Multi-layer Virtual Machine
(MVM)

OS-level VM

OS-level VM
Virtual Machine Monitor ( V M M )
Hardware

t

Figure 6

Multi-layer Virtual Machine Architecture (type (a))

1 type (b) and type(c) MVM is discussed in Section 3.5
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3.1

Building a virtual computer using MVMs

This paper presents a design for a large distributed and parallel reconfigurable virtual
computer for a virtual laboratory, on heterogeneous platforms. The schematic diagram for
the virtual computer using MVMs is shown in Figure 7. One of our design goals stated in
Chapter 1 is for decentralized maintenance. We take advantage of existing super peer
based P2P architecture. The experimenter joins a virtual community and then retrieves
nodes information. Then one or more strong peers with a high bandwidth can be selected
as super peers, either statically or dynamically. The processing element of the super peer
will act as a control processing element, while the processing elements of the remaining
nodes will act as general processing elements. The role of the control processing element
is to control the general processing elements. According to our interface logics, the
control processing element will schedule general processing elements, sequence jobs, and
manage the connectivity for the general processing elements. Actual computations for
the experiment will be conducted by general processing elements. Interface logics consist
of logical, reconfigurable components. Our logical components, such as connectivity and
sharing rules, will be further mapped to physical connectivity and sharing rules. In many
existing systems, the configurations are too coupled with underlying architecture, so we
had to rewrite every different configuration for every job and resource scenario. However,
virtual laboratory users might not need to be aware of such details of underlying
architecture. Our logical components in the Components VM will provide a logical layer
and raise the level of abstraction, providing a simplified view of the system.
The VM interface controller in Figure 7 will buffer incoming data according to different
queue types (i.e. FIFO queue, priority queue, etc) and set policies according to the
interface logics. The VM decoder allows us to obtain actual data in different architectural
types by referencing interface logics. In contrast, the VM encoder allows us to convert
data, instruction, and protocol for a specific use. In our MVM design, there are two kinds
of memory types: VM external memory and VM internal memory. The VM external
memory is the super peer’s shared disk space or backend data storage, while the VM
internal memory is the disk space for the general processing element.
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As the data staging technique [Flin02] reduces latency by moving data to a nearby
surrogate, we prefetch often used files, in the super peer’s external memory, in order to
improve the performance of the virtual cluster. We refer to a group of MVMs as the
virtual cluster in that it is dynamically organized, for the specific experiment by the
research communities in the virtual laboratory, and it is not confined by physical
locations. Once the community is organized, it can be a Virtual Organization (VO) in grid
jargon, as it has the same sharing rules across the nodes in the community. In Figure 7,
we emulate real data communication paths for the MVMs with our external VM bus and
internal VM buses. However, we can replace the internal VM buses with other network
communication models, such as the ring, and the star, without loss of generality.
3.2

OS-level VM layer

We take advantage of existing OS-level VM technology to satisfy parts of our design
goals, especially fault/attack isolation. What if one experiment generates a fault and
freezes host OS? What if the host OS is compromised by an attack during the experiment?
In our MVM design, distinct OS-level VMs can be multiplexed on the Virtual Machine
Monitor (VMM). In addition to the isolation feature of the OS-level VM technology, the
OS-level VM can be used to set up a virtual network, which allows the setting up and
testing of experimental services. Let us consider the following scenario.
1. Alice participates in two research projects, for example, neural network project “a”
and biochemistry project “b”.
2. Alice joins community “a” and community “b” for each project, in the virtual
laboratory.
3. Alice wants to use her own real machine, as if two independent networkable
machines are running on her machine, with its own processor, sharing and resource
management rules.
In this case, Alice can allocate two OS-level VMs on VMM for each community. Alice is
then able to customize each OS-level VM for each community with its own specific
sharing, connectivity, jobs, and resource management rules as if two autonomous
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dedicated host machines are running for each community. We may consider downloading
and installing the OS-level VM when we join a community, and simply discard it when
we leave the community. Current ongoing projects, such as VMPlant [Krsu04] and
SODA [Jian03a], shows that the on-demand, dynamic instantiation of VMs can be
incorporated into the grid resource and grid data management framework. In a similar
way, we can store a wide variety of OS-level VMs in the virtual backend, and then
retrieve and assemble them with the Queue VMs by utilizing existing grid middleware
methods.
The OS-level VM in the MVM can also facilitate the underlying system to be maintained
in a partitioned way. All manipulations inside the OS-level VMs do not affect the
configuration values in another OS-level VM on the underlying system. We often find
that multi-user systems restrict the privileges of users for system protection. They also
restrict some system facilities, such as the logging and monitoring the programs at the
system level. In certain circumstances, a user or a group of users need some system
facilities to run and monitor their experimental programs. Thus, in this situation, the OSlevel VM technology is a viable choice for them to have their own OS on the underlying
system, while keeping the OS-level VM from damaging the underlying system. Another
advantage of adapting the OS-level VM as a building block of the MVM is that we can
migrate the processes in the OS-level VM including the OS-level VM itself. As we stated
in Section 2.5, when a virtual machine suffers from a fault or failure, we can use VMbased checkpoint technology [Schm02]. In this case, we have two choices: the first
choice is that we migrate a group of Queue VMs in MVM to another node, without
migrating the OS-level VMs; the second choice is that we migrate the whole MVM,
including the Queue VMs, to another idle node. The “check-pointing jobs” [Buyy99] are
types of jobs that periodically save their status to the files system, and thus can be aborted
and resumed anytime. When they are restarted, they resume execution from the last
checkpoint. The “checkpoint-jobs” can facilitate the migration of jobs between the
MVMs. However, additional efforts are required to modify usual jobs to the checkpoint
jobs.
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3.3

Queue VM Layer

Queue VM consists of a broker and an arbitrary computable entity. The arbitrary
computable entity is categorized by the control processing elements and general
processing elements in MVM. The key part of the Queue VM is the broker that provides
all of the mapping, between a computing system’s external input and output interfaces,
and their corresponding internal computable entities [Pren99]. We further divide the
broker in the Queue VM into our VM interface logic, VM interface controller, and VM
encoder/decoder. Our design of the Queue VM in the MVM is folly generic and flexible,
so that we can (re)configure and control how to interface an arbitrary computer system.
We advocate that “enqueuing” and “dequeuing” are the most common characteristics of
any computer systems available. Any computer system should enqueue and dequeue its
data including instructions. The actual computation is dependent how to take items in the
queue, and how to decode these items. Once we can configure how to do this process at
run time, it will give us a chance to build a flexible and scalable system, on the arbitrary
computing systems. Furthermore, it will give us strong and versatile features of system
design, which allows us to accommodate a large number of different architectures.
Suppose that computational jobs are fed into the group of Queue VMs, consisting of
arbitrary architectures. As shown in Figure 7, the “enqueuing” and “dequeuing” portions
of the VM can extend to a group of computer systems. We do not know how the
processing elements are alike. However, we are able to look at the queue, pick up items
in the queue by using the interface logics, and then apply various rules to these items.
These rules contain the information on how to decode the items, and how to run the items
in a group of nodes. When a group of Queue VMs are organized under the certain sharing
rules for the specific experiment, it provides a Single System Image (SSI), as if one
broker and one processing element are running to the external user. In this case, the
broker can be regarded as the super peer VM node, and the virtual cluster in Figure 7 can
be regarded as the processing element. When we look at the inside of the SSI in Figure 7,
we find that it follows the Flynn’s MIMD (Multiple Instruction and Multiple Data Stream)
architecture [Flyn66], in that each connected VM can provide either instruction stream, or
data stream, for the parallel computation. We might also have several queues for the
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enqueuing process in the Queue VM, so that we can assign different queues to different
jobs, allowing each job to be run concurrently in each queue in SSI. Thus, we can
simulate the parallel computer architecture by organizing a group of Queue VMs in the
MVMs.
3.4

Components VM Layer

Although our VM middleware shares the same key problems (resource discovery,
allocation, management, authorization/authentication, policy enforcement, etc) with the
existing grid middleware, our approach to cope with the problems is to “configure and
customize”, by using lightweight component-based technology. Another advantage of the
component-based technology is the reusability. Once we register the connectivity,
resource and job profiles for a certain experiment, we might use the same profiles with
different parameters for later use. The Components VM layer, in our MVM, allows us to
reconfigure the virtual machine itself. When we organize a virtual cluster for the
experiment, we might apply different jobs and resource usage scenarios, for later
experiment. When an experimenter sends a job and its header to the broker node, the
broker node (super peer) first sees the job header. The job header includes the component
names of the job, resource and connectivity profiles. The broker node then retrieves each
component, and organizes the virtual cluster by the “connectivity profile” component.
The “connectivity profile” component specifies the logical topology, along with the stage
information for the pipeline applications. The “resource profile” component includes
resource scheduling policy, and sharing policy. The resource scheduling policies includes
First Come First Served, Select-Least-Loaded, Select-Fixed-Sequence, etc [Buyy99]. The
resource sharing policy describes logical sharing rules across the virtual cluster. The “job
profile” component includes the resource requirement and the resource limitation for the
job. The above profile also includes timeout value, queue types (e.g. FCFS, SJFS,
priority), number of queues, queue sizes, job sizes, byte orders (little endian, big endian),
etc. The resource requirement module describes the required resources, such as maximum
and minimum number of nodes, memory space, bandwidth, etc. The resource limitation
module describes the limitation of the resources for the job, such as timeout for the
resource usage, minimum CPU speed (MIPS), minimum memory, and minimum disk
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space. When we first conduct the experiment, we can store our configuration values into
a file. These configuration values will be default values, for later use. However, when we
conduct our next experiment with a slight change of the configuration, we can specify the
changed values into the parameters or update and retrieve the configuration components.
We do not have to reboot our MVMs in this case. This runtime reconfiguration
configuration capability facilitates the reduced maintenance cost and time. We further set
the interface logics by using the Components VM, which determine the behaviour of the
broker in the MVM. The policy enforcement will be established at the broker as well.
The broker is the key module of Queue VM, represented by the enqueuing portion of the
incoming queue, and the dequeuing portion of the outgoing queue, of the computing
system. It provides a uniform interface to access, while hiding the complexity of the
underlying system. Our plug-in Components VM determines how we manipulate the
broker, and how we adapt and translate it, into a particular usage scenario. In that sense,
the Components VM provides a semantic for the Queue VM. The “policy-based
reconfigurable components” are described in Section 4.3.
3.5
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Multi-layer Virtual Machine Architecture (type (b))

Whenever we virtualize something in a computer system, we can often reduce
management cost by providing a predefined interface for virtualization. For instance, if
we virtualize the OS, the management cost can be lessened. As our virtual laboratory
aims to provide a certain degree of self-configuring and self-management capabilities, the
virtualized OS is also an essential feature. However, there are trade-offs for OS
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virtualization. The trade-offs are we have to modify the underlying system, and the
additional performance cost that is required to map virtual operations to system level
operations. The advantage of the type (b) MVM is that we do not need to modify the
underlying system. Although the OS-level VM layer does not exist in the type (b) MVM
(see Figure 8), it provides the basic functionalities of the MVM, such as reconfigurability,
and flexibility. However, fine-grained resource customization and partitioning are not
supported in the type (b) MVM. In type (b) of MVM, Queue VMs provides a uniform
interface to a group of heterogeneous systems, thereby allowing the collaboration of a
wide variety of distributed, heterogeneous systems. The Queue VMs are also utilized as
virtualized queues for virtual networks. Once the connectivity information has been given,
those virtualized queues are dynamically connected and organized, providing a virtual
network for heterogeneous processing elements.
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Multi-layer Virtual Machine Architecture (type (c))

The type (c) MVM uses a user-level OS (virtual OS) technology, whereby the virtual OS
kernel and its processes run as processes on the host kernel [DikeOl]. Thus, the resource
partitioning and customization are not fully supported. The type (c) MVM is not required
to essentially modify the underlying operating system. It can be dynamically created ondemand, and automatically bootstrapped, while providing administration isolation, in
addition to a certain degree of fault and attack isolation. Thus, it can be used for utility
computing architectures and service hosting environments [Jian03a], in addition to the
virtual laboratory framework.
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3.6

Application Model

The application model is not particularly defined in the MVM. Program developers or
experimenters should choose the application model required for the specific experiment.
Prior to an experimenter sending a job to the broker node (super peer), the experimenter
sets basic configurations by using a user interface. The basic configurations include the
application profile, job and resource profiles, and connectivity profile. The experimenter
can reuse and edit those configurations, by utilizing software component technology, in
which the components are stored in the backend server. The user interface displays the
information of each component that was previously used. After the experimenter edits
properties of the above profiles, the experimenter should update it or store the profiles
using different names to the backend server. Once the experimenter finishes setting up
the configurations, the user interface program attaches a header to the job. The header
consists of the names of each configured component. Figure 10 describes the application
model in the MVM, consisting of the job and its header. In Figure 10, the application
profile includes the encoding and decoding information of the job, and the management
policy. The encoding and decoding information specifies whether the payload is a job or
data. It also describes data types and language types, such as Java, C, C++, etc. The
management policy is used to encapsulate and decapsulate the job header, additionally it
handles the congestion and fault situations. The management protocol should be
supported by the Queue VM in MVM. The situation whereby major congestion often
occurs in the MVMs is where the number of the general processing elements is too high,
compared with the capacity of the control processing element. In this case, we need to
partition the virtual cluster, into two or more sub clusters. Congestions and fault
situations will be discussed in Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.3 respectively.

job header

Job

Application profile

Figure 10

job and resource profile

Connectivity profile (opt.)

Job and its header for MVM application
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4

A PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR VIRTUAL LABORATORY

The proposed virtual laboratory has three different layers to provide dynamic and flexible
test environments, for a wide range of research communities: they are the virtualized
resources, virtualized networks, and policy-based reconfigurable components. For
scalability, the virtual front-ends and the virtual clusters in virtualized resources are
organized in a decentralized way. However, a pure decentralized system is known to have
several drawbacks, such as bandwidth overuse by message flooding, and maintenance
difficulties [Dasw02]. We advocate using the “super peer based P2P system” for
aggregating virtual resources. It has super peers for the delegation of each peer group.
The virtual community has one or several peer groups, whereby each peer group has a
super peer. The super peer in each peer group acts as the virtual front-end, in that it
provides a group of peers with virtual back-end information. This data includes URI
location of the virtual backend, and the ways on how to retrieve information from the
virtual back-end. We adopt the k-redundant super peers’ system for our virtual laboratory,
whereby the k-redundant super peers are used for system availability and redundancy
[Yang03]. We use 2-redundant super peers, for the virtual front-end in the virtual
laboratory. The redundant super peer node periodically checks the heartbeat of the super
peer node, and updates the connection status of the super peer. The “failover” and
“failback” are popular methods of the cluster recovery model [Buyy99], and we take
advantage of this process between the super peer and the redundant super peer in the
virtual front-end. The redundant super peer will also be used to share the load of super
peer. A virtual switch will be maintained for each super peer (See Figure 2). When the
failure occurs, the redundant super peer node takes over some ports for the virtual switch
in the super peer. The super peer then forwards the requests from ports that have been
taken over, to the redundant super peer.
The descriptions of virtualized resources are presented in Section 4.1. The descriptions of
virtualized networks and policy-based reconfigurable components in the proposed virtual
laboratory framework are presented in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 respectively.
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4.1

Virtualized Resources

4.1.1

Virtual Back-Ends

The virtual back-ends in our virtual laboratory design consists of several remote servers
that provide the virtual front-ends and virtual clusters with our VM image, resource
discovery service, bootstrapping service, components storage, etc. There are two choices
when using the virtual back-ends for the virtual clusters. One method is to use a virtual
front-end (super peer) as a data surrogate for cache, such that a super peer retrieves data
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from the virtual back-end in advance, and then disseminate the data to the virtual cluster.
The other method is that the virtual front-end only provides the virtual cluster with
references for the virtual back-end. In this case, the virtual cluster has to retrieve the
actual data from the virtual back-end by using the references of the virtual front-end. The
trade-off of performance improvement on the first method is we have to manage cache
consistency protocol [Wu04], in addition to policy enforcement, when the maximum
capacity of the super peer is reached, and, seldom used cached data will be replaced with
essential data. For simple cache consistency management, instead of prefetching file
blocks from the back-end servers, our approach is to prefetch whole files from the back
end servers, found in [Flin02]. Servers in the virtual back-end can be one of these types;
high performance computers, or workstation clusters, secondary data storages. Serviceoriented grid architectures, such as OGSA, virtualize back-end servers as “services”. The
components of the back-end servers are as follows:
o

Bootstrap Nodes: The bootstrap nodes keep super peer lists for each community in
the virtual laboratory. After a participant node instantiates the MVM, the node first
finds the super peer for the community, by looking up the lists in the bootstrap nodes.
In case the first super peer in the list is not available, the node then finds the second
super peer in the list. This process will be continued to the end of the list, if the node
cannot find the right super peer for its community. Peer groups in the community
periodically select their super peer and update the lists in the bootstrap nodes.

o

Information Service Servers: The information service servers maintain the resource
lists and contact details for each node, so that the super peer can discover resources
by using them. Whenever the virtual laboratory users connect to the super peer, it first
registers its resource information to the information service server. The super peer
will aggregate the nodes according to the resource information retrieved from the
information service servers. The directory servers will be used for our information
service servers to provide a well defined syntax for objects with distinguished names.

o

Image Servers: The image servers allow the MVMs to be instantiated anywhere in the
community, and to be migrated on-demand. The image servers archive the static
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MVM states, including the OS-level VM and Queue VM image in the MVM. The
images in our virtual laboratory are virtualized images for dedicated raw machines, in
that they provide additional abstraction layers for the existing systems.
o

Data and Application Servers: The data servers provide the participant nodes with
user data and applications for the virtual laboratory. The user data includes
information that is required to operate specific experiments. The application servers
provide the participant nodes with the executable applications for the MVM. The
application may be model itself, if the VM decoder supports for translating the model
into executable file. In case the executable UML technology [Luz04] or MDA
process are incorporated into our VM decoder, we envision experimenting with a
wide range of models in the modeling phase. In this situation, our queuing
mechanism and the model executable engine (VM decoder) should be interfaced and
connected by the VM interface controller with VM interface logics, and the network
connections should be controlled by the connectivity component in the MVM. There
are several on-going projects related to the model executable virtual machine
[Balc03] and they are works in progress.

o

Authentication and Authorization Servers: Authentication servers issue, revoke, and
manage PKI-based certificates for virtual communities. Authorization servers issue,
revoke, and manage role attribute certificates and policy attribute certificates. We
adopt the Role-based Access Control (RBAC) [Sand96] method using attribute
certificates for our virtual laboratory, as it facilitates managing and enforcing
authorization in large-scale scalable systems. The Policy Management Points (PMPs),
Policy Decision Points (PDPs), and the policy repositories are located in the virtual
backend for above scheme.

o

Component Servers: The component servers provide the Components VM with the
reconfigurable components. The component servers act as component repositories for
a wide variety of configuration components for MVMs. In the modeling phase, we do
not define the specific component model for the specific platform. The “platform
independent component model” [Ziad02] will be mapped to the “platform dependent
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component model”. However, the component servers should provide the runtime
reconfigurability for the MVMs, so they should maintain the platform dependent
components for MVMs. Thus, we should store the platform dependent components in
the component repositories, after we finish translating the “platform independent
component model” to the “platform dependent component model”. Although the
components are constrained to the specific environment, they are considered as
logical, as they give only logical configurations for the specific experiment. It is up to
the control processing element to determine and map these logical configurations.
4.1.2

Virtual Front-Ends

The virtual front-end is the super peer module of our virtual laboratory. We use the term
“virtual front-end” rather than “front-end”, in that the virtual front-end node is itself a
MVM node with additional flexibility, reconfigurability, and dynamicity.
When an input packet arrives at the virtual front-end, the first step is to process a header
by decapsulating the input packet. After the header processing is complete, the jobs and
data are enqueued.

Then the virtual front-end node sets policies by using the

reconfigurable components (see Figure 12). These policies include the scheduling,
connectivity management, and sharing rules policies. We enforce the policies for the
virtual cluster at the broker module of the virtual front-end node. As we stated in Section
3.1, the broker module is configured by our Components VM in the MVM. Thus, the
policies that are enforced by the Components VM can be reused, or shared by
disseminating the components to the nodes in the virtual cluster.
The main role of the virtual front-end is to schedule the incoming jobs in the Queue VM
to the available resources in the virtual cluster. The scheduling problems in parallel
computing, such as the “process-to-processor mapping problem”, are known to be “NPcomplete problems” in its general form [Traf02]. The design of the local and global
scheduler is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, by using our Components VM, we
can configure scheduling policies to our schedulers in the virtual front-end nodes, such as
First Come First Served, Select-Least-Loaded, and Select-Fixed-Sequence [Buyy99],
giving flexibility to the local and global schedulers. For a specific experiment in the
virtual community, the virtual front-end controls the connectivity and sharing rules for
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the virtual cluster. The connectivity and sharing rules consist of the logical components,
and are manipulated by the Components VM in the MVM. Thus, we should map the
logical connectivity and sharing rules to the physical connectivity and sharing rules for
the virtual cluster. We will discuss the “connectivity component” and their mapping
procedure in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2, respectively. We introduce the partitioning
strategy in Section 4.2.2, in order to avoid of congestion and to partition the virtual
community in an efficient way. In summary, the Queue VM in the super peer’s MVM
will act as the virtual front-end for the virtual cluster, and the components of Components
VM will be retrieved from the component servers in the virtual backend for the specific
experiment. Finally, the Components VM in the front-end will map these logical
components to the actual job situations for the virtual cluster.
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4.1.3

Virtual Clusters

The virtual cluster in our virtual laboratory is dynamically and on-demand organized as a
group of MVMs. The virtual front-end node initially retrieves the available resource
information of the virtual cluster from the information service server. Then the virtual
front-end node notifies a group of available nodes in the community to organize the
virtual cluster. The notified nodes respond by trying to connect to the virtual front-end
node. The virtual front-end node instantiates the virtual switch module and then allocates
its ports to the nodes. When the appropriate “MVM connect request” arrives to the virtual
switch, then a new port can be allocated for the MVM by the virtual switch. This enables
a physical connection to be established between the MVM node and the virtual switch in
the virtual front-end node. The virtual switch polls the arrival of data from each node and
then manipulates the forwarding or dropping of incoming requests. Each node is then
identified by the port number of the virtual switch, and will be further organized by the
connectivity rules. The “logical connectivity” component describes the connectivity of
the virtual cluster by the logical node id numbers. The node id numbers can be replaced
with the port numbers and the virtual switch numbers. The virtual switch sets the
maximum number of ports. However, within the port ranges, it is not required to allocate
ports in advance. When every successful “incoming request” arrives to the virtual switch,
a new port is allocated until the maximum port number is reached. The virtual switch can
also be organized in a hierarchical way. Consider that five hundred nodes join the
specific experiment, and the maximum number of ports is twenty. Suppose further, that
we adapt the simple partitioning scheme, such as one virtual switch for each twenty
nodes. We might create twenty virtual switches, in addition to the higher level virtual
switch, for twenty virtual switches. The remaining nodes might be used for redundancy
purposes. In this situation, the higher level virtual switch allocates its ports for only
virtual switches, and each virtual switch acts as a port for the high level virtual switch.
Although the dynamic, virtual parallel computer (see Figure 7) is recursively organized,
the recursive hierarchy should be hidden to the experimenter’s perspective. The
experimenter initially sends a job to only a single virtual front-end (super peer), and the
selected virtual front-end then gives some capable nodes to the super peer roles if
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required. The initial virtual switch in the front-end can be at the highest hierarchy level.
We can connect the virtual switch and the node element by linking both the Queue VM s
in the MVMs. Thus, at the highest level, we see the control processing element equipped
with a virtual switch as well as a virtual cluster. At the next highest level, we still see the
control processing element equipped with a virtual switch, and a virtual cluster. This
recursive view can be maintained until the virtual cluster is required to split. The control
processing elements at the higher level are only concerned with the control processing
elements at the next level, and cascade the updates to next level by allowing each VM
node to reconfigure their components. The Beowulf-class systems [Salm98] also showed
how to organize the cluster system by using the tree of switches. However, virtual
clusters with virtual switches are used for our system to accommodate geographically
distributed computing resources and users. Thus, the latency between the virtual switches
and general processing elements should be considered in this situation. We might set the
range of latency for a virtual switch or reconstruct the virtual cluster periodically,
allowing only nodes within the range to be connected to the virtual switch.
In case one of ports dies from the heavy load or failure, the virtual switch deallocates the
port, and notifies another candidate node in the community. Then, the virtual switch
allocates the new port for the candidate node. During this procedure, the virtual switch
maintains a table for each port, and its corresponding physical address. For the pipelined
applications, the virtual switch also maintains stage information for nodes in the table,
activating the appropriate nodes at each stage. The results for each stage are routed to the
nodes for the next stage by the virtual switch. However, in some cases, it is desirable to
have the direct connections between the nodes in the virtual cluster, avoiding the message
routing overhead in the virtual switch. In this situation, according to the connectivity
configuration, the virtual switch commands the nodes for the direct connections, such that
the queue VM in each MVM connects to each other. The problems we have to deal with
are how we authenticate and authorize between nodes in the virtual community. We will
briefly discuss these issues in Section 4.3.
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4.2

Virtualized Networks

4.2.1

Connectivity component

When we run certain kinds of parallel applications, we need to have a virtual topology in
order to specify the logical arrangement of tasks. In some situations, we are also required
to specify each stage in the virtual topology for high performance pipelined computing2,
such as the butterfly computation of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [KentOl],
However, in current parallel applications, we need to denote the virtual topology at the
program level. Table 2 shows the method of usage of the Message Passing Interface
(MPI) program model, for the virtual topology specified in Figure 13(a).
Table 2: A usage of virtual topology in a MPI program for Figure 13(a)
1
2
T
J.
4
5
0£
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

/* new communicator */
MPI_Comm graphcomm;
/* number of nodes in the virtual topology */
int num_of_nodes = 7;
/* Array of integers describing node degrees. The ith entry is the total number of
neighbors o f the first i graph nodes */
int index[7] = {1,2,3,4,7,10,12};
/* Array of integers describing graph edges */
intedges[12] = {5,5,6,6,1,2,7,3,4,7,5,6};
/* Whether or not the rank reordering is allowed */
int mapping = 0;
/* New communicator with virtual topology (graph)*/
MPI_Graph_Create (M PIW O RLD CO M M , num_of_nodes, index, edges, 19
mapping, graphcomm);

2 Parallel operations in this paper are denoted as “coarse grained parallel operations” rather than “fine
grained parallel operations”. “Task parallel” operations are categorized in “coarse grained parallel
operations” while “instruction level parallel” and “loop-level parallel” operations are categorized in “fine
grained parallel operations”.
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Figure 13

Simple Virtual Topology

Consider the situation, where we have modified the virtual topology specified in Figure
13(a) by replacing it with another virtual topology, which uses the same number of
vertices in the same program. In current parallel system designs, for instance, MPI, we
have to rewrite and recompile the program, to test another virtual topology model in the
same program. Consider also, the situation where we use the Directed Acyclic Graph
(DAG) model, to specify each stage of computation. We also need an additional
programming effort to specify each stage in the MPI program. Thus, whenever we
modify the virtual topology or stages of computations in basically the same program, we
have to rewrite and recompile the MPI programs.
In Section 3.1, we stated that every MVM node has light-weight reconfigurable
components that determine the intrinsic behaviour of each node. Meanwhile, MVM
nodes in the virtual front-end determine the essential behaviours of the virtual cluster.
The “connectivity component ” only belongs to the MVM nodes in the virtual front-end.
Each user in the virtual laboratory is able to edit or create a new “connectivity
component”, and then upload it to component storage in the virtual back-end. Otherwise,
they are able to simply reuse the existing “connectivity component”. Once we run a
parallel job with a “connectivity component” (see Figure 14), we do not need to
recompile it, whenever we modify a virtual topology, or stage information in basically
the

same

program.

The

component-based

software

technology

allows

this

“reconfigurable” functionality [WegdOl]. Our Components VM adopts the componentbased software technology, in order to provide the MVM with the runtime
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reconfigurability. Figure 14 describes a simplified view of the “connectivity component”.
It has a “connectivity profile” as an input, and five external interfaces: retrieve, update,
add, delete, and store. To denote the virtual topology in Figure 13, the “connectivity
profile” includes the fields corresponding to lines 5, 9, and 12 of the above MPI program
in Table 2, along with the type of virtual topology and the stage information for each
node. We do not specifically define the file format for “connectivity profile”. However, it
should follow the standard file format, and should be well structured to support efficient
add, delete, query and update the virtual topology data. The retrieve interface is used to
retrieve current virtual topology information. This information is utilized when the
Components VM maps the process topology (virtual topology) into the processor
topology. The update interface allows us to reconfigure virtual topology, including the
stage information. The add interface and delete interface are used to add new virtual
topology, and delete old virtual topology, respectively. The store interface allows us to
save the added and modified virtual topology, and then generates another “connectivity
profile”. The newly generated “connectivity profile” is then transferred to the
experimenter’s node and/or the virtual backend for later use. The Components VM,
outside the running parallel program, dynamically applies virtual topologies, along with
their stage information to the virtual cluster. By using our virtual parallel computer, a
wide range of traditional coarse grained parallel operations can be performed in a similar
way to fine grained parallel operations, since the parallel procedure is transparent at the
program level. We often find that parallel program debugging is much more difficult,
than serial program debugging. Thus, we envision our virtual parallel computer as a
means to lessen debugging difficulties, for the sub domain of parallel programming.
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After the virtual topology information is retrieved by the Components VM, the
Components VM then conducts the “virtual topology” to the “processor topology”
through our mapping procedure, for the virtual cluster.
4.2.2

Partitioning and mapping procedure

As we mentioned earlier in Section 4.1, the bootstrap nodes maintain the super peer lists,
for the virtual community. The super peer lists are kept on a regional basis in the
bootstrap nodes. When an experimenter participates in a certain experiment, his/her
MVM node downloads the super peer list of his/her region from the bootstrap node. It
contacts the super peers in the list consecutively, and measures the delay between each
super peer node and itself. Then, it attempts to connect the super peer that has the least
delay from the node. The MVM node does not connect to the super peer until it receives
the “ACK” message from the super peer. When the super peer reaches its maximum
capacity, it responds to the MVM node by a “NAK” message. If the MVM node receives
the “NAK” message from a super peer, it attempts to connect the super peer that has the
next minimum delay from the MVM node. This procedure continues until the MVM node
is accepted by the super peer that responds to the MVM node by the “ACK” message.
The super peer partitions the nodes in the virtual cluster, once it has reached its maximum
number of nodes considering its capacity. In this situation, the highest level of a super
peer selects the next highest level of super peers, and keeps a hierarchical tree for each
partition, where each edge in the hierarchical tree denotes the communication cost.
Whenever the higher level super peer finishes the partitioning of the virtual cluster and
selects the next higher level super peers, the higher level super peer updates the super
peer list in the bootstrap nodes by removing itself and adding the next level super peers
(see Table 3). In the super peer list shown in Table 3, the super peer that conducts the
partitioning (ip address: 137.231.54.69) is replaced with the newly selected super peers
(ip address: 137.231.54.42, 137.231.54.77, 137.220.231.57, 137.220.231.65) after the
partitioning. If the next level super peer’s maximum capacity is “a” number of nodes, and
the “b” number of nodes are allocated for the partitioning, it still has a - b of nodes,
where a > b, are available for new nodes. Thus, after a partitioning takes place, the newly
participating nodes attempt to contact the newly generated super peers. By using the
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virtual switch modules along with the above method, we emulate the hierarchical tree of
switches, which has been widely adopted for clustering systems, such as Beowulf-class
[Salm98].
Table 3 : The updated super peer list in the bootstrap node
( Note : This list is an artificial for illustration)

Super peer list ( Before Partitioning)
Windsor, ON, CA : 137.207.120.219

Super peer list ( After Partitioning)
Windsor, ON, CA

137.207.120.219

137.207.101.155

137.207.101.155

(137.231.54.69)

* (137.231.54.69)

137.232.33.45

(137.231.54.42)
(137.231.54.77)
(137.220.231.57)
(137.220.231.65)
137.232.33.45

* denotes “not available” for new connections

The maximum hierarchical level of the tree is subject to the maximum setting value of
the routing metric (hop count) of the peer group, avoiding a certain peer group to be
expanded indefinitely. Thus, the super peer that has already reached at the maximum
level in the hierarchical tree does not partition its virtual cluster, and simply sends the
“NAK” message for the new connection attempts, if it already reached the full capacity.
Using this method, we avoid the saturation of the super peer due to the large number of
nodes in the virtual cluster. The other reason for partitioning the virtual cluster is to
efficiently map “virtual topology” to “processor topology”. We divide the virtual cluster
into the “affinity groups”, in order to minimize the communication costs inside each
group, once the mapping procedure is fulfilled. The min-sum clustering algorithm
[Vega03] and k-medoids clustering algorithm [Kull04] can be applied for the above
purpose. The min-sum clustering problem [Vega03] is defined as,
“Consider a set V o f n points endowed with a distance function 5 : V x V —> R. These
points have to be partitioned into a fixed number k o f disjoint subsets C,, C2, ...,,Ck so
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as to minimize the cost o f the partition, which is defined to be the sum over all clusters o f
the pairwise distance in a cluster. ”
To find an optimal solution for the above problem turns out to be NP-hard, however, the
polynomial time approximation algorithms are presented in [Vega03]. The k-medoids
clustering algorithm using k-medoids heuristic is widely used because of its simplicity
[Kull04], This algorithm starts with a set of arbitrary k nodes that has been chosen as an
initial solution. Then, this solution is iteratively improved as described in [Kull04]. In
each iteration, the input nodes are partitioned into k sets, by associating each node with
its closest node in the current solution; The k-medoids of the sets in the partitions are
returned as the output of each iteration. The k-medoid is acquired by recomputing each
cluster center (medoid) and has the highest “network affinity” in the current partition. The
“network affinity” metric was introduced in [Hata98], allowing us to measure the affinity
of a certain node to other nodes in a partition. The “network affinity” of node i in the
partition is defined as,

d)
where D‘>
,,J is the distance from node i to node J /' and \IP\Idenotes the number of the
available nodes in the partition. Let us denote the number of iterations by /. Then the
worst case complexity of computing k-medoids is 0 (n 2l) and each iteration requires
0 (nk) time for the k-medoids heuristic [Kull04]. The second phase takes into account
only the clusters that have more nodes than their predefined partition capacities. The
lower valued “network affinity” nodes in the cluster are reassigned to the other closest
clusters in which the predefined capacity has not been reached, so that the capacity
constraint is met in the end. The second phase iterations also require 0(nk) time for the
worst case complexity.
Each super peer at each level, keeps track of the total number of the nodes in its rooting
subtree, and updates it for every partitioning. The weight of an inner node vertex (super
peer) in the hierarchical tree denotes the total number of nodes in its rooting subtree. The
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multi-level mapping using the tree architecture is presented in [Hata98], Our job
distribution scheme is similar to the multi-level mapping. For each mapping procedure, at
first, all processes are assigned to the super peer at a certain level in the hierarchical tree.
The appropriate level is determined by the privilege of a user, and it will be described in
Section 4.3. Then, it distributes the processes to the nodes at the next higher level, by
referencing the weights of the nodes. A node with a higher weight is assigned first. The
total count number of processes is subtracted when each distribution to the inner node is
complete. This procedure is recursively applied to the tree in a breadth first manner until
the total count is zero. Thus, all processes are placed at the lowest level super peer(s) in
the hierarchical tree in the end.
Once the job distribution is complete to each partition, we have to select “good nodes”
for mapping inside the partition. In the initial phase of mapping, we might first select the
nodes inside “module”s, according to the “module” size and its performance, where the
“module” [Hata98] is a group of processing elements that has a high communication path
between them,

such

as Massive Parallel

Processing

(MPP),

and

Symmetric

Multiprocessing (SMP) machines. However, in a dynamic environment where the heavy
workload is assigned and varied, we need to distribute the workload efficiently to the
available processing elements, while taking into account the performance for each
parallel application. Our selection of “good nodes” for mapping inside the partition is as
follows:
Let Ai ( t j ) be a normalized value of “network affinity” at at time instant t ., and Cj ( t j )
be the fraction3 of the computational power of the processing element that is available to
a task at time instant t j . Our formula to measure the quality of node for mapping inside
the partition is defined as
W , V l , t j ) = A 4 ( f y) + (1- X ) C , ( t j )

(2)

where 0 < A < 1, tj > 0 , j = 0, 1, 2, ... and At , C, lies in the interval [0, 1].

3 The measurement o f C ( is discussed in [Subh99],
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In above formula, t- denotes the time instant for each measurement, and the
measurement delay is ignored. The average quality of nodes for mapping in the partition
k at time instant t . is defined as

tj) =

(3)

where | p k(f ) \ denotes the number of nodes in the partition k at time instant t j , tj > 0 , j =
0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . , and 0 < X < 1.
According to the above formula, we can give a “weight relationship” between the
“network affinity” and the available “computational power”. In case we run a
“communication-bound” parallel application, we can give a higher X . Conversely, if we
run a “computation-bound” parallel application, we can give a lower X . Note that, when
X = 1, we ignore the available “computational power”, and select the nodes according to
the “network affinity”. When X = 0, we ignore the “network affinity”, and select the
nodes according to the available “computational power”. In our criteria, the “good node”
for our mapping procedure is located in a dense region, and high “computational power”
is available. In contrast, the “bad node” for mapping is located in a sparse region, and low
“computational power” is available. The highest Wt at the first time instant of the
partition is chosen as an initial super peer. We assign the nodes in the virtual topology
into the nodes in the virtual cluster, by using the Wt value in above formula, where the
node with the higher Wt value is assigned first. Although the Wt value of node i at a time
instant tjA is high, the node might be measured as a low Wj value at a time instant

.

This situation happens when the node suffers from a heavy load or network congestion,
acquiring the low priority, for the next mapping procedure as a result.
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4.3

Policy-based Reconfigurable Components

According to Appleby [Appl04], “policy-based computing” is “a software paradigm that
incorporates a set of decision-making technologies into its management components in
order to simplify and automate the administration of computer systems”. The policy
components in the MVM are designed to achieve the above viewpoint, allowing dynamic
adjustment of the behaviour of the group of MVMs at runtime without modifying its
internal implementation. The policies in our virtual laboratory framework are deployed
and reconfigured at different levels of abstraction. We divide the policies into three
levels: inter-domain level, domain (virtual community) level, and general node level.
The inter-domain level policies may require a mediator to manage semantic heterogeneity
and integration of multiple heterogeneous policies for each domain. We mandate that
inter-domain resource sharing in the virtual laboratory be subject to the inter-domain
policies. Figure 15 depicts how the inter-domain policies are generated.
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Policy-integration for multi-domain environments [Josh04, pp:50]

The domain level policies apply to the virtual community to specify the security rules,
resource sharing rules, privileges for each participant, fault recovery mechanisms,
scheduling and monitoring mechanisms, and so forth. The domain-level policies include
how and when the partitioning takes place, and how to monitor each partition. For both
inter-domain and domain level policies, the Policy Management Point (PMP), Policy
Decision Point (PDP), and policy repository should be located in the virtual back-ends.
Our “policy-based reconfigurable components” are located in the Policy Enforcement
Point (PEP) that is the broker module of the highest level super peer in the hierarchical
tree. Once the highest level super peer in the virtual community enforces these policies,
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the lower level super peers in the hierarchical tree retrieve them from the highest level
super peer if needed.
The general node level policies determine the interface logics, such as encoding/decoding
types, queue type, maximum number of Queue VMs, and so forth. They also specify how
to monitor the performance and availability of each node, and what metrics are used for
them. The general node level policies do not require external PDP and PMP, thereby
allowing the user to set his/her policies for MVM.
The “Policy-based Reconfigurable Components” consist of three main building blocks:
security handlings, fault tolerance, and scheduling/monitoring.
The security handlings deal with both authentication and authorization.

The

authentication policy specifies what kind of authentication mechanism is used for a
certain virtual community. It also includes whether the credential repository service is
used, and if used, how the credentials can be retrieved from the credential repository
service. For scalability, we advocate the PKI-based GSI authentication model [Fost02],
which supports “single sign on” and “delegation” capabilities. However, the dynamic
policy reconfiguration is not necessarily required for authentication in the current phase
of our virtual laboratory.

Meanwhile, the authorization policy determines whether a

certain user is allowed to do an action by using a certain amount of resources. The Rolebased Access Control (RBAC) [Sand96] is emerging as an authorization mechanism for
large-scale systems in which both policies and user roles are stored in attribute
certificates to provide integrity. It is based on user-to-role assignment and role-topermission assignment, thereby avoiding the complexity of traditional access control
mechanism and reducing management cost as a result [Zhau04]. Each user in a virtual
community is assigned to an appropriate role in accordance with his/her resource
contribution to the virtual community. When a user sends a job with job profile to the
broker module of its super peer, the super peer determines, based on the user’s role
information, whether it should manipulate or reject the request or forward it to the higher
level super peer in the hierarchical tree. After receiving a job with a job profile from the
user, the super peer decapsulates the job profile that includes resource requirement for the
specific job. It then queries to the PDP, whether the resource requirement for the user is
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legitimate. The PDP retrieves role ACs, policy ACs, and X.509 PKCs from the policy
and credential repository or the user’s file system, then checks whether the user and
his/her role is valid and whether the resource requirement is legitimate for his/her role. If
the request is permitted, PDP sends an “ACK” message to the super peer (PEP), allowing
the super peer to schedule or forward the submitted job from the user. Otherwise, the
super peer simply rejects and returns the request from a user with a warning message.
[Zhau04] describes the detailed steps of RB AC-based authorization.
The context and content-based constraints for the extended RBAC Model is discussed in
[Josh04]. In our virtual laboratory, the PEP, which can be reconfigurable by using our
components VM, provides different interfaces to the PDP that can be invoked depending
on those constraints, such as the time, system status (failure, congestion, etc),
collaborating entities, roles, and so forth. By the above method, a user can use more
resource than the predefined resource usage limit for his/her role if a virtual cluster is idle.
The user has to use less resource if a virtual cluster is congested, and vice versa. Resource
sharing can also be dynamically applied between different virtual communities. We
might mandate that resources in a virtual community be accessible to other virtual
communities only by previous reservation and/or low congestion in a virtual community.
The automatic runtime policy reconfiguration and enforcement allows our virtual
machines to be self-configurable. It also allows us to envision the self-configuring, selfprotecting, and self-management capabilities of those found in "autonomic computing"
[Gane03] vision.
The monitoring reconfigurable policy determines how often the resources in a virtual
community are monitored, and what metrics are used to monitor them. Each monitoring
result is reported to the PEP, and then the PEP determines what policy components
should be replaced to optimize the virtual cluster. In the test phase, we might generate
some signal events to simulate fault and congestion situations, and then test how the
appropriate actions can be taken (policy components reconfigurations, failure recovery,
etc). The scheduling reconfigurable policy determines what policy will be applied for
resource scheduling in a virtual community. The optimal scheduling policy depends on
each monitoring result, allowing the scheduling policy to be dynamically adjusted for
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systems status in the virtual community. The scheduling policy is also affected by the
resource reservation policy. The resource reservation policy determines whether the
reservation is allowed, how the reservation is made, and what requirements need to be
satisfied for resource reservation.
The fault tolerance reconfigurable components consist of MVM checkpointing and MVM
failure recovery policy components. The MVM checkpointing policy determines what
kind of checkpointing method is used for a virtual community and how often the
checkpointing is to be conducted. As the MVM is based on OS-level VM technology,
OS-level VM based checkpointing can be adopted for our virtual laboratory. The strength
of OS-level VM based checkpointing is that all volatile execution states of running
processes (including disks, memory, CPU registers, I/O devices, etc) can be capsulized
[Sapu02]. Thus, the whole running MVM, including Queue VMs and Components VMs,
and its applications can be capsulized. Suppose that we run a parallel program using a
cluster of nodes, which requires a month of computation. We can store capsules for every
node to a storage system on a daily basis. Only the data blocks with different hash values
would be transferred for each capsule update to reduce the amount data to be transferred.
In case one of the nodes has crashed due to a hardware failure and cannot be recovered,
the last checkpointed capsule of the crashed node in the storage system can be
instantiated to another available node. Other nodes do not have to start a program again
from the beginning due to a failure of a crashed node. They are able to roll back to the
previous checkpointed location, and resume parallel operations.
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5

IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

5.1

Overview of MVM toolkit

We have developed the Multi-layer Virtual Machine (MVM) toolkit v.0.1 to evaluate the
essential functionality of the MVM framework. This toolkit is a testing tool for MVM
framework in distributed systems and grids and it is a work in progress. The current
features of MVM toolkit v.0.1 are as follows:
o

Source-code

level

parallel job

distribution:

Traditional

parallel

computing

architectures, such as MPI and PVM, need to (re)compile parallel jobs for every
participating node in deploy-time. MVM toolkit provides parallel job distribution at
the source-code level, allowing us to (re)compile and instantiate parallel jobs in
runtime for participating nodes.
o

Component-based parallel job (re)configuration: In the MVM framework, each user
sends a job profile to a resource broker to request a unique runtime environment for
each usage case. The MVM toolkit encodes/decodes the plain-text job profile data
structure into “Simple Object Access Protocol” (SOAP) encoding/decoding format
and vice versa, intended to provide resource sharing on heterogeneous environment
by using standard web services.

o

Virtual network approach for parallel job execution: When we run certain kinds of
parallel applications, we need to have a virtual topology in order to specify the logical
arrangement of tasks. In current parallel applications, we need to denote the virtual
topology at the programming level.
Message Passing API for MPI
int MPI_Send(void *buf, int count, MPIDatatype datatype, int dest, int tag, MPIComm
comm );
int MPI_Recv(void *buf, int count, MPI Datatype datatype, int source, int tag, MPI Comm
comm, MPI Status *status);
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In MPI, we have to specify the source/destination field at the source-code level to
send and receive messages for parallel computing.
Message Passing API for MVM toolkit
int enqueueVM(void *arg, char *size, int data type, Joblnfo *jobinfo);
int dequeueVM( void *arg, char *size, int data Jype, Joblnfo *jobinfo);
Note that there is no source/destination field for message passing API in the MVM
toolkit. Each user can create a virtual network in runtime, specifying the virtual
topology for the user's parallel job. All connectivity information is determined outside
the parallel program, allowing us to provide efficiency and runtime-reconfigurability
for parallel job execution. Additionally, this scheme allows grid resource scheduler or
allocator to select and map process-to-processor in heterogeneous environments in a
dynamical way, as the message passing API for MVM is not bound to specific source
or destination job id at the source-code level.
o P2P Web services and P2P socket approach: Each node has both server and client
module for socket and web services. Each node can be both a resource provider and
consumer. Each node publishes its service by using Web Service Description
Language (WSDL), and accesses other nodes by using a Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) interface. Each node also has a socket server and a client module.
The socket server module acts as a communication gateway for the MVM, while the
socket client module is used for sending various requests to other nodes including a
resource broker. Each socket server process is transient in that it only exists while the
MVM parallel tasks are running.
o On-demand creation and termination: The MVM processes do not have to run all of
the time. Whenever a node is invoked from other nodes, it can initialize itself and
launch tasks for a particular use. The “on-demand” creation and termination
mechanism for the MVM is as follows:
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1. Only the Apache server runs for each node and the MVM process is not loaded yet.
/

/

/

MVM node

MVM node
/

Figure 16

/

Initial phase (No MVM process loaded)

2. After contacting a bootstrap node, the MVM client retrieves the broker address and
invokes the components of the broker node by using SOAP. The MVM client sends a
job profile data structure to the broker node at this phase.
/

/
MVM Client

SOAP

/

/
MVM Components

/

(Broker address) http://galab.uwindsor.ca/webservices/MVM
Figure 17

MVM toolkit starts its operation by SOAP invocation

3. The MVM process is loaded by the SOAP invocation, and the process instantiates
the MVM proxy and the MVM queue threads, if required.

MVM Components
MVM Proxy

<-

Instantiate VM threads by on-demand method

MVM Queue

Figure 18

Spawns VM threads by on-demand method

4. The broker node selects a job group and awakes all the nodes in that job group by
using the above method. Each node in a job group instantiates its proxy and queue
VM module if required.
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MVM node 1
Broker Components
MVM Proxy

MVM node 2

MVM Queue
MVM node 3

(node 1 address) http://galabl.uwindsor.ca/webservices/MVM
(node 2 address) http://galab2.uwindsor.ca/webservices/MVM
(node 3 address) http://galab3.uwindsor.ca/webservices/MVM
Figure 19

Awakes other nodes in a job group by SOAP invocation

5. Each node now can communicate with other nodes by using its proxy with BSD
sockets.
6. The broker node generates the job instantiation messages for each participating
node, and sends these messages to each participating node in a concurrent way.
According to the job instantiation messages, queue VM spawns child processes and
initialize the Inter Process Communication (IPC) channel for local processes.
Processes in a local host enqueue or dequeue their data and instructions via the IPC
channel, and processes between different hosts enqueue or dequeue their data via
their proxies.
7. When a parallel job has finished its operation, it reports to a resource broker. The
resource broker then broadcasts a job termination message to a job group. A proxy
module for each job group reads the message, and sends a “SIGTERM” signal to all
on-demand created processes. If no MVM job is running at this phase, it returns to the
original phase.
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5.2

Implementation and specification of the MVM toolkit

5.2.1

Implementation of the MVM toolkit

The MVM toolkit v.0.1.0 has been implemented in C/C++, and tested in Linux OS. The
implementation and porting issues for different architectures are discussed in Appendix.
A UML (Unified Modelling Language) class diagram that displays the core entities of the
MVM toolkit and their associations is shown in Figure 20. The main entities of the MVM
toolkit are:
1. MVM Proxy: The MVM Proxy is the main communication module for the MVM
toolkit. It distributes and receive source job file, and compile the job. The proxy
module of a broker (super peer) allocates resource and generates the job instantiation
messages for job groups. When a job instantiation message has been received, it
parses and passes the message to queue VM, allowing queue VM to spawn child
processes and initialize the IPC channel. It also works as a communication gateway
between different nodes, as it multiplexes, enqueues, and dequeues the job messages
for child processes of each node.
2. MVM Components: The MVM Components is the SOAP implementation of an
abstract job profile module of the MVM toolkit. The job profile includes the resource
requirements, such as the number of nodes required, and the virtual network of these
nodes. The virtual network is mapped to the physical network according to the
components VM of a broker. The MVM Components of a broker works as an Object
Request Broker (ORB). In grid environments, heterogeneous resources provide a
wide variety of services implemented by different languages and different platforms.
We aim to interoperate between heterogeneous environments by using web services,
allowing a job profile data structure to be sent and received by remote object
invocation in a transparent way on heterogeneous platforms.
3. MVM Connectivity: The MVM Connectivity describes the logical arrangement of
tasks. It also describes the stages of tasks, whereby each task can activate its
operation in a certain stage.
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We envision to reuse a wide variety of parallel programming patterns by specifying
the connectivity profile, allowing a user to store and update his/her connectivity
profiles and experiment with different parallel communication patterns without direct
modification of parallel programs at the source-code level.
4. MVM Queue: The queue VM of the MVM toolkit enqueues and dequeues the job
instantiation messages from the upper layer, spawns child processes and initializes
IPC channel for tasks. While MVM Proxy manipulates socket communications, the
MVM Queue manipulates the IPC between its child processes. The device driver
level, generic data communication interface by queue VM is planning to be integrated
into a future version of the MVM toolkit.
5. MVM API library: The MVM API library provides an interface between MVM
applications and the MVM kernel. The MVM_INIT( Joblnfo *jobinfo, char **argv)
function initializes MVM application’s data structure. Whenever a queueVM spawns
child processes, it passes the data structure to each process. The data structure
contains the job name, job id, IP address of a process, connectivity information, and
the broker address. The data structure is generated by resource allocator module for
each child process. The MVM_INIT( Joblnfo *jobinfo, char **argv ) function stores
this data structure from the MVM kernel into the application’s data structure,
allowing each child process to send or receive messages according to this data
structure. The enqueueVMQ function invokes a virtual machine module, and the
virtual machine module packs a data and enqueues the data to a destination node as
determined by the connectivity profile and resource scheduler. The dequeueVM()
function unpacks and dequeues data, stores data into a buffer, and returns a source job
id. Note that the dequeueVMQ function does not have to wait for a message from a
particular source job id. Once the task of a child process has been completed, it calls
the MVM_END( Joblnfo *jobinfo ) function and waits for the “SIGTERM” signal.
When it receives the “SIGTERM” signal from the kernel, it deallocates its application
data structure and clears its IPC channel.
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6. MVM Client: The MVM Client module first contacts the MVM bootstrap node, and
retrieves a resource broker (super peer) address. After retrieving the resource broker
address, it connects to the resource broker and then sends a data structure of job
profile to the resource broker. The resource broker determines whether or not the
resource request of the client is legitimate, and then receives source files of a job from
the client. The runtime compilation of the MVM applications is a default option of
the MVM toolkit.

5.2.2

MVM toolkit v.0.1.0 protocol description

The MVM toolkit v.0.1.0 Protocol is a textual, message-oriented protocol consisting of
Command and Response messages exchanged between MVM nodes. The protocol is
line-based and the end of a line is represented by the new line token that is a line-feed
character. The Command messages have the following format.
Synopsis
COMMAND PI P2...Pn
Description
COMMAND is the name of the command to be executed by MVM node(s), followed by
zero or more required parameters (Pl...Pn). Individual parameters are separated by one or
more delimiter character, whereby parameter names are case-insensitive. The
COMMAND consists of version, command value, and command code, separated by
delimiter character. Table 4 describes the command messages supported by the current
version of MVM toolkit.
Example:

MVM/0.1 500 JOB_RESULT:MVM_INT:2*2 12 3 4
Table 4: MVM toolkit v.0.1.0 Command Messages
Command Code

QUERY BROKER ADDR

Value
100

Parameters
YES
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AUTH REQUEST4

200

YES

SCHED REQUEST

300

YES

JOB SEND

400

YES

JOB RESULT

500

YES

FINALIZE JOB

550

YES

DIST JOB

600

YES

INSTANTIATING JOB

700

YES

IPC DATA

800

YES

ENQUEUE DATA

900

YES

BARRIER REQUEST

950

YES

The response messages are sent from the target to the source to report the status of
command execution.
Synopsis
RESPONSE
Description
RESPONSE message comes in two forms: a positive response, and a negative response.
Both positive and negative responses carry no parameters. Negative responses have
minus value for status code. The RESPONSE consists of version, status value, and status
code. Table 5 and Table 6 describe the response messages supported by the current
version of MVM toolkit.
Example 1:

MVM/0.1 504 RECV_JOB_SUCCESS

Example 2:

MVM/0.1 -700 BARRIER_FAILURE
Table 5: MVM toolkit v.0.1.0 Response Messages (SUCCESS)
Status Code ( Success)

Value

Parameters

AUTH REQUEST SUCCESS

501

N/A

RECV JOB SUCCESS

502

N/A

SCHED REQUEST SUCCESS

503

N/A

QUEUE JOB SUCCESS

504

N/A

INSTANTIATING JOB READY

505

N/A

COMPLETED ENQUEUE

506

N/A

4 Authentication/Authorization has not yet implemented in the current version o f MVM toolkit.
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BARRIER SUCCESS

Table 6: MVM toolkit v.0.1.0 Response Messages (FAILURE)
Status Code ( Failure)

Value

Parameters

QUERY BROKER FAILURE

-100

N/A

AUTH FAILURE

-200

N/A

SCHED REQUEST FAILURE

-300

N/A

JOB RECV FAILURE

-400

N/A

QUEUE JOB FAILURE

-500

N/A

JOB COMPILE FAILURE

-600

N/A

BARRIER FAILUER

-700

N/A

The following example shows the typical sequence of the submission, distribution, and
instantiation of a job involved in MVM toolkit.

•

MVM node to MVM Broker

> MVM/0.1 400 JOBJSEND (parameters)
< MVM/0.1 502 RECV JOB SUCCESS
> MVM/0.1 300 SCHED REQUEST (parameters)
< MVM/0.1503 SCHED REQUEST SUCCESS
•

MVM Broker to all participating nodes in a job group

> MVM/0.1 600 D IST JO B (parameters)
< MVM/0.1 504 QUEUEJ O B SUCCESS
> MVM/0.1 700 INSTANTIATING JOB (parameters)
< MVM/0.1 505 INSTANTIATING J O B READY
< MVM/0.1 950 BARRIER_REQUEST (parameters) //synchronization fo r starting a job
> MVM/0.1 507 BARRIERSUCCESS
// in a job group

The MVM Queue module parses the parameters of INSTANTIATING J O B command,
spawns VM instances, passes the parameters to each VM instance, and binds each VM
instance with message queues. The format of INSTANTIATING JOB command is:
Syntax
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MVM/0.1 700 INSTANTIATING JOB. (job name):(job id):(IP address):(total stage
number): (stage number): (receiver id list ):(IP addresses o f receiver ids)'.(broker IP
address )
Table 7: Parameters of INSTANTIATING_JOB Command
Parameter
Job Name
Job ID
IP address
Total stage number
Stage number
Receiver ID list
IP addresses o f receiver
Ids
Broker IP address

5.3

Description
The name o f a job
Each VM instance has a unique job id allocated by resource
scheduler
The host machine’s IP address o f a VM instance
Total stage number specified by the connectivity profile
Stage number o f a VM instance
The job ID list o f receivers specified by the connectivity
profile
The IP addresses o f receiver Ids
The super peer (resource broker) ’s IP address

Experimental results and analysis

Our approach advocates a “divide and conquer” approach to verifying the design
described in previous chapters. As our design takes a multi-layered approach, we could
test each individual layer with its components and then test interface for each layer. The
multi-layered design approach allows us to reduce the complexities of implementing and
testing for the overall design. After we have tested each layer, we test several applications
with different job and connectivity profiles. Experiments have been performed with
several applications of the MVM toolkit v.0.1.0 on Linux-based systems. Our
experimental setup consisted of five nodes: three nodes including a broker node are
located in the computer science laboratory in the University of Windsor, and two nodes
including a bootstrap node are located in the home network connected to a cable modem
with 100-Mbps Ethernet. We used the Apache web server 2.0.52, gSOAP 2.7.0s, Globus
3.2.1, POSIX IPC, POSIX Thread, and BSD Socket, running under Fedora Core 3 Linux

5 gSOAP is an Open Source SOAP toolkit for C/C++ and it is available at http://www.cs.fsu.edu/~engelen/
soap.html.
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systems (kernel 2.6.9) for our implementation and experiment. The broker node runs on
an Intel Pentium IV 2.8 GHz with 512Mbytes of RAM, and the bootstrap node runs on an
Intel Celeron 2.4 GHz with 128Mbytes of RAM. Three other nodes run on AMD
SEMPRON 2400+ (1.7GHZ) with 256Mbytes of RAM, Intel Pentium III 800MHz with
256Mbytes of RAM, and Intel Pentium IV 1.4GHz with 512Mbytes of RAM,
respectively.
In our test scenario, for a given number of iterations, four nodes of the MVM run a
“random walk” sample program in a parallel way. One node waits for four walkers,
collects the final location of each walker, and then calculates the shortest distance among
walkers. Figure 21 shows the capture screen of the MVM toolkit running on Globus 3.2.1.
It is not obligatory to run MVM toolkit on Globus tool. However, we do aim to take
advantage of some security and resource management features of the Globus toolkit.
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Running MVM toolkit on Globus 3.2.1
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Figure 22 shows the results of “random walk” sample program for different number
iterations with three and five nodes of MVMs. As shown by Figure 22, five nodes obtain
better results for the large number of iterations, while three nodes are more efficient for
the small number of iterations.
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nodes

0.446639 1.261787 10.99786 109.3274

No. of
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Figure 22 Elapsed time for 3 and 5 MVM nodes for the “random walk” program
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Figure 23 Elapsed time for random walk program (MPICH2 & MVM)
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The main performance bottleneck of the small number of iterations is the message
passing overhead. Since our experiment has been conducted with the same number of
processes for both three and five nodes, the computations with five nodes contain more
message-passing between different hosts than that of three nodes.
Figure 23 shows the performance comparison between MVM and MPICH2 v.1.0.16
deploy field in the table in Figure 23 is our assumed total time gaps between the
automatic runtime deployment of a MVM job and the manual deployment of a MPICH2
job. The first row in the table in Figure 23 shows the ideal case for MPICH2 in which the
human intervention time for deployment is ignored. The rest of them include the assumed
time gaps between the automatic runtime deployment and the manual deployment for a
parallel job.
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Figure 24

Latency and throughput with different message sizes

6 MPICH2 is an implementation o f the Message-Passing Interface (MPI). MPICH2 is 1.0.1 was released on
March 2,2005. It is available at http://www-uix.mcs.anl.gov/mpi/mpich2/
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As the number of iterations increases, five nodes of the computations gain more
performance benefit than that of the three nodes by achieving parallelism with different
hosts. The message passing latency and the throughput are important factors affecting the
MVM performance for communication bound parallel applications. Figure 24 shows the
latency and throughput of different message sizes for the message passing by use of the
enqueueVM() and dequeueVM(). We benchmark the latency of enqueueVM() and
dequeueYM() by measuring the half of the round trip delay of the different sizes of
messages. According to the latency values, the throughput values have been derived. The
throughput values grow as the message sizes increase. Besides other critical performance
factors, such as CPU, memory, network hardware and its protocol, operating systems,
applications’ algorithm, and so on, the performance of enqueueVM() and dequeueVM()
heavily rely on the message passing protocol and the VM proxy overhead. As our tool
takes an initial step towards the development of the MVM framework in grid
environments, there remains much work to do in order to achieve moderate performance
while providing essential features that are described in previous chapters.
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6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

6.1

Conclusion

Whenever we virtualize something in a computer system, we can often reduce
management cost by providing a predefined interface for virtualization. For instance, if
we virtualize the network, the network management cost can be lessened. We have
described how the virtualization technology can provide runtime flexibility and
automaticity for grids. By specifying the virtual topology and network information
outside the parallel programming source codes rather than inside the programming source
codes, we could reuse parallel communication patterns by reusing virtual topologies. We
further provide parallel job distribution at the source-code level, allowing us to
(re)compile and instantiate parallel jobs in runtime rather than in deploy time. We have
demonstrated that our connectivity mechanism for parallel job execution, along with
parallel job distribution at the source-code level, can provide the runtime flexibility for
the virtual laboratory.
In grid environments, heterogeneous resources provide a wide variety of services
implemented by different languages and different platforms. We aim to interoperate
between heterogeneous environments by using our components VMs, allowing a job
profile data structure to be sent, received, and scheduled by remote component invocation
in a transparent way on heterogeneous platforms. We also have justified the
reconfigurability of our virtual machine. It allows each user to request and (re)configure a
runtime environment, and test various research models for reduced cost and time.
Although the experiment has been conducted with a small set of nodes, the MVM
enhances its performance with a bigger number of nodes and data sizes. The most
valuable experimental result is its efficiency. We could reuse a same parallel
communication pattern for different applications. We also could distribute and deploy
parallel jobs for distributed memory machines in an efficient manner. Suppose that we
modify values in an application source file and run it on multiple machines, or change
some configuration values. In traditional parallel computing architectures, such as MPI
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and PVM, we have to connect each machine, update each programming source file,
recompile or reconfigure them for each modification. In the same scenario, MVM allows
a user to modify his/her job profile or programming source file, and then simply
reconfigure a group of machines in runtime in an automatic manner. In our framework,
the virtual machines can also be “on-demand” created and destroyed. This capability can
give a further flexibility and automaticity in grid environments. It lessens human efforts
and intervention for configuring and deploying parallel jobs, reducing management and
maintenance cost as a result. These runtime functionalities of MVM allow us to move
one step closer to the autonomic computing vision described in previous chapters.

6.2

Future work

As our implementation is in its initial phase towards building the MVM framework, we
have not yet implemented all the features described in previous chapters. Our flexible
“reconfigurability” mechanism of MVM has not yet implemented in a policy-based
manner. We plan to enhance our “reconfigurability” mechanism into a policy-based
mechanism. We envision that the automatic runtime policy reconfiguration and
enforcement allows our virtual machines to be self-configurable at a certain level. The
implementation and testing of interface module for existing OS-level VMs also has to be
done to further verify our framework. The main issue of source-code level job
distribution is a security. A malicious or faulty code can harm entire system. We aim to
take advantage of the OS-shielding capability of OS-level VMs. In addition, we plan to
include the code verifier at a resource broker, avoiding the distribution of faulty code to a
job group. We also plan to enhance the MVM communication performance by
implementing generic data communication interface for our Queue VM. Finally, we plan
to extend our test for Multiple Program Multiple Data (MPMD) model by which virtual
laboratory users can distribute and run multiple different parallel source-code level jobs
to available nodes via resource brokers in an automatic manner, and then apply a wide
variety of parallel communication patterns in runtime.
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APPENDIX

Interoperability and porting issue with MVM toolkit

We adopt Model Driven Architecture (MDA) for our design approach for MVM toolkit
v.0.1.0. Our components in components VM are architecture-independent abstract models,
and they can be sent, received and scheduled on heterogeneous environments in a
transparent way by using web services. Our components specify the virtual topology,
parallel communication patterns, and resource characteristics in a platform independent
way. Thus, our components can be thought as Platform Independent Models (PIMs) of
MDA. The components VM maps these PIMs into Platform Specific Models (PSMs). The
implementations of components VM differ with machine architectures. However, the
implementations on heterogeneous environments should provide the same semantic view
and interface to the upper layer, and hide the complexities of the underlying systems. The
MVM toolkit v.0.1.0 maps PIMs into Linux-based models. We aim to extend our
implementation for Solaris, Sun OS and WIN32 system environments. The main issues of
the porting of MVM toolkit v.0.1.0 to different architectures are as follows:
1.

I/O operations and system calls

2.

Thread and IPC

3.

Data type and endian type

4.

Compiler and linker

5.

Network protocol, socket, etc.

Generally, porting Linux-based programs to Solaris is a simple task since both Solaris
and Linux are based on UNIX. We have not modified the Linux kernel for performance
optimization in the current version of our toolkit, thus major modification is not required
to port our Linux-based implementation into Solaris-based implementation. Although the
syntax of some system calls and I/O operations are slightly different from each UNIXbased system, we can avoid this problem by including the compiler options for different
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syntaxes on different architectures. The MVM toolkit distributes the source-code level
jobs and invokes the local compiler to compile the jobs for the system specific
environment. For instance, the local UNIX-compliant compiler can specify an endian
type and apply the different rules for different endians. Following is a code snippet in
/usr/include/endian.h of Fedora Core 3 Linux, which applies the different rules for
different endians.

| #
I#
:#
;#
:#

if
BYTE_ORDER = =
L IT T L E _E N D IA N
d e fin e
L O N G _ L O N G _ P A IR (H I, LO) LO , H I
e lif
BYTE_ORDER = =
B IG _E N D IA N
d e fin e
L O N G _ L O N G _ P A IR (H I, LO) H I , LO
e n d if

The compiler types and the size of data types can be specified in a similar manner.
However, we still have to solve the data type issue when we pack the data and send them
to different architectures. For instance, the size for the long type of Linux IA-32 is four
while the size for the long type of Linux IA-64 is eight. We could avoid this problem by
the data type packing in a textual form. According to our benchmark, it gives an overhead
for message passing. This issue will be handled in the future version of our toolkit. Our
implementation of thread and IPC follows the POSIX standard. Thus, the porting of
thread and IPC modules can be achieved in the most POSIX compliant systems.
We have not yet implemented our toolkit for WIN32 systems. The requirements of the
implementation for WIN32 systems are as follows:
1.

TCP/IP and our protocol set should be supported. The BSD socket library for our
implementation should be ported to WIN32 socket library. We have implemented
the socket communication modules by inheriting our basic socket library. Thus,
we plan to extend our basic socket library for WIN32 systems, allowing the most
implementation of the communication modules to be reused.

2.

System calls and low-level I/O operations should be rewritten for WIN32 systems
and provide a same semantic of the Linux-based MVM toolkit.
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3.

Third party libraries, such as gSOAP and POSIX IPC packages, and GNU
compiler/linker should be supported. The Cygwin toolkit is recommended to
compile and link for the WIN32 implementation of the MVM toolkit, as some of
our script files are not successfully interpreted on WIN32 shells.

7 Cygwin toolkit provides a Linux-like environment for Windows. It is available at http://www.cygwin.com
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